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HO* J. C. SPEIGH14.
After He Recommended Happy for




Mayfield, Ky., Match is.—The Re-
publican leedets in the First Con-
gressiosal districa are at this time
•attry mach divided on the distribu-
tion of public patronage.
Hon. J. C Speight who iv now the
leading repUblican of the district
who is in line to properly distribute
‘tbe patronage of his district and who
, is very popular with the Republican
administration at Washington seems
to have his trouble, „These troubles
arise from his recomm4lations for
a .postmasters at Clinton, rulton, Bard-





Although he endorsed Mr. J. H.
Happy of this place for post master
at Mayfield, yet it seems the Happy
fection is trying to defeat •his rec•
ommendations at Washington for
'other postmasters in the district. In
order to destroy the infinetselavi•Me.
Seeight charges have .bemt •preferred
in Washington charging him with
t:ading in postoffices In tins district.
Mr. Speight requested the depart-
ment to send a reliable inspector in-
to his district to make the neces-
sary investigations and report to his
superiors in Washington. This has
been done and the inspector will
probably make his reellort in a few
days.
Mr. Speight has never seen the
inspector, but is perfectly willing
foe 'him to make the investigation
without meeting him. The fight be the decision
tv.ven the republican factions in this I of reversing
district is grpwing very bitter, atid
we may expect to see the party di-
vided since the opposition has under-
taken to set aside the recommenda-
tions of Mr. Speight, and we may
expect lively times ..between these
two factions in the district in the
next few Weeks. ,This fight may
cause the wishes of Yerkes to be
set aside by the post offige authori-
ties at Washington. and a new deal
inaugurated at variope offices in the
district by which new applicants
may be appointed.
To say tile least, is a pretty
lively fight, and the DeMocrats can
set back and enjoy it to a finish.
STATE'S EVICIENCE
YELTIMA WILL PROBABLY BE
ALLOWED TO PLEAD THIS.
'Charles Ciroeshart Has Been Re-cap-
tured by the Authorliles—Case
Against Officer Continued. -
Detective William' 'Raker relented
last evening at 6:to o'clock ' from
Lexington, Ky., where he took Rich-
---SreIreitiini, -who is etrider indictment
there on the charge of stealing an
overcoat and pair at shoes from a
man named Judy. The detective
thinks from whae develOped at that
city Nettima will be permitted to
turn state's evidence and give testi-
mony . against the others implicated
in the affair. Althongh the, affaic
happened only a few weeks ago
Sleuth Baker says the grand jury
4! has already reopened indictments and
'the charges are about ready to ga
'to trial.
The detective placed Dewey Trout •
-man in the reform school at that
-piece, getting the in gAllew
there wiebetit any trouble, as Dewey
seemed to be ticked to ilea,th at the
idea of going there. lie'lsonly six
years of age and it I. believed that
five or six years at the institution
will make a good little boy out of
MTh . 4, ';41
Gromitert Caught.
Charles Grosshare has been re.'
captured by the anthorities and agin
s incarcerated ha the city lockup frdm
jwhiaqtace he and Will Taylor es.
taped Iftt 'Monday by prizilw open
•
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. *thought that Taylor skipped over4 ., Al ti.re I
i ntp Illinois. He was serving a
heavy fine for whipping his wife,
while Grosshart had been .fined for
lighting. f
• • ,MIN •  • ••
feotiee hetet I rlsic,e yes:cruse
again continued in his court the war-
rant, gotten out by Earnest." Ozmanti
charging Patrolman 'Thad Terrell
with striking Ozmant on the head
with a club. (
CALIFORNIA FRUIT
HURT BY STORM
Entire State Suffered and Cherries
Peaches and Apricots
Damaged • -
San 'Francisco, March 1S.—H'eavy
rainfall Monday accompanied by
high wind, caused damage to the
fruit crop of the entire state. It is
impossible to estimate the damage
but cherries, peaches and apricots
suffered seriously. In ate northern
part of the state the railway tracks





Appellate Court Mandate Arrived
Yesterday In Suit of Ter-
rell vs. Hart. '
Parties coming in yesterday from
Benton stated that John C. Garner
and the oaters had definitely decided
to appeal to the appellate court of
this state the decision of Judge W.
MI. Reed in the suit where Garner
tested the right of the Marshall coun:
ty fiscal court to levy a per capita of
$1 on every male resident of age of
Marshall for the county road fund.
Judge Reed decided the fiscal court
could levy this sum, while Garner and
others claim they cannot and will
take to the highest court in the state
of Judge Reed in hopes
him
Mandate Received.
Yesterday there arrived here the
appellate court mandate in the' suit of
Eh C. Terrell against George 0.
Hart, wperein plaintiff wins. Hart
owns property on North Eighth
street, and the stew fronting his
grotinewas improved by grading and
graveling it by the, contrictor, Ed
Terrell. Hart refused to pay for that
part of the cost of the work run-
ning in front of his property and
Terrell sued winning in the lower
and higher courts. -His total bill
against: Hart now is about ;demo.
Stock Sold.
Yesterday Justice oharles Emery
sold to F. B. Sanders, of West Clay
street, the stock of groceries belong-
ing to Hest>ert H Harris for Sys.
Muria did business at Sixteenth and
Trimble streets, but broke and debt-
ors closed in on him. The goods are
stored at Tenth and Trimble, and the
sale was to get as much out of
the stock as possible to pay off the
debts.
Juvenile Court.
Sometime in June there becomes
effective the bill just passed by the
state legislature. creeting juvenile'
courts in second class cities Judge
Lightfoto, by virtue of his county
tadgeship, becomet_ludgt. for the
ye-yeti-le court here. This new court
is toe trial of criminals of tender age,
and,, wherever possible the hearing is
conducted privately, as experience
has shown publicity has a bad effect
on the youngsters.
Bootlegging Charged.
W. R. Burtam, of Benton, has been
arrested by Deputy U. S. Marshal
Weed Brown and locked here, await-
ing trial today of a bootleggin
charge against him.
BACK POLL TAXES.
Mr. Lee Potter Has Collected About
Five Hundred of Them.
Mr. Lee Potter, the former sheriff,
cqtitinues collecting in the pdll texes
due the county for last year, he hav-
ing this to do, as his term of sheriff
just closed the first of this yeapf He
is given until next month in which to
complete the collections and has thus
far taken in the. taxes from about soo
people. There are several hundred
narhes still on the list and if they do
not pay up Mr. Potter announces
that he will garnishee all and enforce




JUNE g DATE SET
SELECT A CONGRESSMAN.
If Only One Candidate Enters He




Yesterday morning the First Con-
gressional District Democratic com-
mittee held its meeting at io:o
o'clock in the parlors of The Palmer,
at which time it was decided that a
primary be set for June 9th, to se-
lect the party nominee for congress
from this district. ,If, however, by
the 3rd of April only one candidate
enters for the nomination, the
primary is to be called off and the
committee enter at Princeton, to de-
clare this lope candidate the nominee.
When Chairman Mott Ayres carted
the committee into session yesterdaY
morning, he found the following
members present; R. L Smith, Clin-
ton; C. S. Nunn, Crittenden; Peter
Seay, Graves county; J. B. Trail,
Livingston: W. A. Berry, McCrack-
en; Conn Linn, Calloway; Clarence
Srnith, Lyon. The following prbicies
*ere held ,by C,oiritnitteeman Nunn;
John R. Stevens, Caldwell; W. R.
Hazelwood, Carlisle; J'. H. Coleman,
Callovrey. and T. Frank Ladd, Trigg.
The following resolption was then
adopted:
The Resolution.
• "Be it resolved by the Democraa
c‘mmittee of the First congressional
district of Kentuciiy, that a primary
election is hereby called to be held
in the counties of this district on the
9th day of June, waft, to select a
nominee of the Democratic party, to
be voted for at the November elec-
tion, igo6, to represent said- district
in the Sixtieth congress; said primary
election to be held according to law,
and
"Be it further resolved, that the
executive couunitteeman, Mott-Ayres,
is to ascertain the least possible cost
of holding said primary and furnish
said informatioe to the candidates
who inform him of their desire to
enter said race, and said candidates
are to defray in pro rata the expenses
of holding said primary, and are to
pay same over to the executive corn,
mitteeman, Mott Ayres, on or be-
fore the erd dee of April, 1906; and
"Be it further resolved, that, if by
the 3rd day of April, 1936, there ,is
but one candidate who has paid his
entrance fee into the primary herein
called, and announced his candidacy
for said nomination, then, in that
'event, the seid executive committee-
man of thie district is to declare
said primary off, and call the eh*
mittee of the First congressional
district together on April 7, 1936, at
Princeton, Ky., toenominate who is
the only one enterfilse. the said pri-
mary.
"All persons who shpported the
regular Democratic ticket at the
November election, 1904, and all per-
sons who become 21 years of age
between said election of 1934. and
1936, shall be entitled to vote in said
primary."
After adoption o( the resolution it
was decided that the Princeton meet
in be held at I o'clocle the afternoon
LIIVOL '42, Nu.
pit themselves against him this time,/
but prospects are for many candi-
dates the next time. Next Novembe,
at the regular election the congress-
man will be chosen. Mr. Jame, 'as
here yesterday but did not partici-
tiate, in the meeting or even attend.
He is being strongly
friends all 'over the state
govcraorseead proepeete
acquiesce. their demaoils although




h e i rl
akt runfo 
he at present is running for reelec
tion. T-he governor's race comes off
sometime next year and he is a sure
candidate although refusing to state
as much now.
WEATHER PREVENTED.
Mombere Of Gun Club Did Not Give
Their Opening Shoot Yesterday.
The members of the gun club had
intended holding their opening shoot
yesterday over their traps in the
Wallace park grounds but the, un-
usually bad weather prevented this.
The traps. and apparatus are being
pat in lost class shape and just as
soon as atmosphere mtederates
sufficient perimt of the out-of-door
sport the et practices and live











Capitalized at $5,,000,coo and organ-
ized for the purpose of taking over
the property of fifteen qr twenty 'in-
dependent home telephone companies
in Kentucky and southern Indiana,
the object, of the Central Home
Te/ephoste Company was definitely
announced last night by Ed L. Bar-,
leer, president of the new Corpora-
tion. sess die Louisville Courier-
• jottlel. Tins property is on operate
.44 dietance lines in connection'
with the Lotiaville Home Telephon •RETAINED Company and the Independent LongDinstance Company, which is allied
with the., Ieouisville organization.
HON. LOUIS P. HEAD CAME
BACK FROM FRANKFORT
YESTERDAY.
He is Pleased With Legislation En-
acted for Second Class Cities
In Particular.
Hon L. P. Head returned last eve-
ning from Frankfort, where he has
been attending the. meeting of the
legislature 'ince the•first of the year.
lie will be here instil next Tuesday,
as yesterder the specM11. session of
the legislattsre, called Nee Governor
osier- toga AstiBeckham,
di.' next k.
Mr.. Harid .believes that Speaker
Henry Litivrence, of the. lower .house.
will be nand adjutant-Igeneral of
the state t succeed, Percy Haley,
ho has placed on the board
of control the charitable institu-
tans of the Mete at a handsome sal-
ary of ,per annum. The Pa-
ducah repr tive says that never
a more po r or unbiased speaker
e.er filled presiding chair of the
1)gislative y.
Mr. Head is more than pleased
at the many ills he got through the
legislature, lag towards benefit-
inp second a chief in particular,
and the nutbseous other measuees of
god use to the state at large, ,
Next Tuee4y he goes 40'00
state capitol to remain.
cial session doses. He thinks a I
tight is bef body, and cannot
estimate h the called assem-
bly will c ue in session.
The call the special session
y as for ,purpose of passing a
law asVselmig a tax on rectifiers,
ehich the Aegislature failed to pass
in .the rev e bill.
Home.
Judge Li htfolt yesterday found
a good h Joe Leander Clay. the
diminutive colored boy taken from
hearse triad* Mike Smith, of near
Wilillace park, betause Smith cruslly
treated the( 
oi the Zeie -iiii-itatiteds, it' Possibil- 4- • -.
itie% are the gathering will be held Account of aickness and the bad
there as Congressman 011ie James wi ather hrie Samuel Foreman will
will 'be the only candidate, and will ilot demontdeate for a week or two
be declared the nominee for the corn- yet his intitilistiots for prevention of






Tillnian today resented to tke sen-
ate his report hum the conithittee on
intiretate commerce on the house
railroad rate bill, which expressed his
views, but did not pretend to speak
for any other memlNr of the com-
mittee.
It embodied the first clear and con-
cise statement of the difference con-
cerning court review features and
other proposed amendments that had
made a unanimous report from the
committee impomible.
Without hesitancy, the senator de-
clared it to be his belief that the bill
should be ded, but at amend-
nients shot:nt 
th
not be of a character
to impair or prevent the accomplish-
ment of thtf, objects, of the legislation
which are itet forth best, he says, in
the presid 's message to congress.
He empha d the need regarding it
as non-pa re hut predicted that
the issue ehted will be paramount
in the next esidential election. As
to the effeetehe taid
"Those who, are responsible 'for
delay or atadequete legislation Will
find that when at last the floodgate,
of popular wrath and indignation
are hoisted ̀ there will have been some
fine grinding done."
The Central Home Telephone
Company, while primarily a hold.
nag Company, is also a building and
otganization company. Arrange-
ments either to buy out-right or to
Jecure ,controlling intercid in no less
thenerifteen indepeueleat companies
in Ketitucicy and southetn IAsia
have been completed, 1)..t it is not
the intentioc of the come fay to IWO
at this, eed the holdings w :I be•er-
tended as rapidy as possible ta as
many independent compotes in the
Ohio talky as are willing 'to enter
the ianieation.
g the compaihes already tak-
en over in Kentucky are those ,rt
Owensboro, Paducah and MaehirtIle,
.and Bedford and Bt emsmetop, tea.
It is known that-controlling interests
in they companies have been secur-
60,40.41sit esanniaers o4 41te -Ventral
company are loathe to divulge the
names of the different corporatioas
that have taken over. It is said that
Henderson, Bowling Green. Versail-
les and' other central and western
Kentucky cities are interested M the
deal, and several addittonal towns
routhern Indiana.
The local company is the t'aducah
Home Telephone Comany, formerly
the Peoples' independent Telephone




ONE OF THE PROFESSION
POINTS TO EVIL1NFLp.
ENCE OF THAT CLASS.
From an Agency for Justice Has Be-
come the Creator of Injustice.
Milwaukee, wise March is.—In an,
address beflere the Wisconsin State
L'ar association here today- James
Hamilton Lewis, corporation counsel
for the city of Chicago, declared law,
%Ilia was' treated as an agency to
promote justice, -has- reversed its nave
won and has become' the creator of
injustice. The lawyer, he said, in-
tended in his ,conception to be the
gent to enforce justice, has often
become the: ineirument to frustrate
justice.
To prove this declaration Mr.
Lewis submitted statistics in the way
of decisions of the American courts
'showing that out of forty-seven in-
stitutions, corporations, associations
and criminal combinations forty-
three of them had ben directed by
lawyers, guided and advised; that
cut of nineteen instances where
heads of institutions of trust were
convicted of thefts and embezzlements
their conduct had been under the
supervision of knowledge of !arresters.
That in the seven trust eor§ora-
tions whicii the supreme court of the
United States had declared invalid
and in violation of the public stao:
utes five Of them had been formed.
arranged and shaped into their legal
existence by lawyers who hful acted
tol directors or officers of concerns
which came into existence in viola
tion of the law.
Subject Startles Lawyers.,
Mr. 'Lewis took for his subject
"Lawlessness of the Law," and. while
his ereatment of the theme was poyel
and unexpected ,t :bletrae
startling 'to the iataye ,t.ard
him.
, .;k ."The lawyer," stud' Mr. •
lost the respect Once. lx4Clorbii
vet! his jirofessioe.` Tile cnmmunity
e... : , eiteeeet ad tile (JO-
server, divided into three classes—
one which, having obtained,unlimited
wealth by questionable means, vaunts
its superiority to its iellow man and
asserts its exemption fro intim. re-
straint of law, either of the state or
of conscience. This clasi defies the
courts and disobeys at pleasure the
will of the people as its personal
profit may dictate.
"It arrogantly condemns all citi-
zens as anarchists who demand that
no man should be above the law and
that the most 'sowed* should be
made to obey it. It now treats the
privilege as vested and commit trea-
son against the patriotism of its
country.
III Use of Union Right.
"On the opposite side stands the
disorganized army of the working
classes, among whom have crept in
those whose instinct for, lawle
inspires them to 'iontittif
briggandage and murder if need be
to accomplish the ends that vicious-
ness exacts. These mask in the liv-
ery of the honest laborer and seek
to excuse their offense committed
against labor and the state on the
ground of the right of union and
point to the arrant lawlessness of
the first class as a justification for
the conduct of the second. There
arc lawyers who, seeking revenue
by any method, lend this course their
voice of- defense.
"The middle ground, occupied by
tile patriotic, industrious and honest
citizen, is fast being overrun by
these gombating forces and fcgced
to take sides in the conflict to pre-
serve himself, his home and nation
from the death stroke. Though in-
nocent of all, he enjoys no peace,
bib family no happiness, his calling
no security, what hi i possessions
and person serves neither the per-
manent welfare of acietY or of the
state.
lkw &liaises Rules of Wren/.
"The lawps declared underasit e
seruencIes Of out fate •serr
jugs, which exonerates either crimin-
al, is fast writing itself .in the his-
tory of our people as the rules of
wrong, the decree of defiance to or-
der, the established right to legal
lawleamess. There seems no longer
to be the law of conscience, the law
of right, man to man. The, lava*
no longer bears the manual of law
for honor and peace but the sword
for his client to hew down the law,
destroy justice ..id cut away the pil-
lars sustaining the law-abiding chi-
zen and the seyriotic state."
Mr. Lewis Filaaskd for a 'return by
the lawyer to his ancient •stindard
as a leader of high ught, a direct-
or in the Ante and ffiter foe the
preservation of IA* I the estab-





New York Not Surprised by Judge
Parker's Remarks to Mississippi
Legislature..
New Ydrk. March 15.—ln local
political circles today, the principal
topic was the launching of Mayor-
Mc lellan's presidential boom in a
speech delivered on Tuesdal"by Al-
ton B. Parker, to the members of
the Mississippi legislature. It caused
a revival of reports concerniegthe
mayor's politCcal ambitions, which
were in circulation during the fey'
months just before election, 'b.ehiit
friends were counting on an over-
whelming majority.
That the mayor has his eye turned
toward the presidential nomination.
in t9o8 and that he has behind kiwi
men prominent as conservatives ;n
the Democratic party is generally•
knowii in political circles. A cam-
paign in the interest of this ambition'
has been under way for several
weeks. Throughout the south, it is
said, systematic work has been going
on to ascertain the sentiment regard-
ing the mayor as presidential timber.
To those familiar with ;whit be
been done the utterance of Mr. Park-
er caused little surprise. A public
speech of that character has been
looked for from some Mieirter.
It is belicaed in Democratic qmire-
err that an alliance of eirover Cleve
land. Alton B. Parker, William 'W.
Sheehan and Mayor McClellin
been perfected to reergailize the
Democratic party in tfte state, to
oust Charles P. Murphy and Patrick
F. McCarran from control of the or-











IT WILL CONNECT AT HAZEL DETAILED REPORT WILL BE
WITH THE N. C. &
ST. L.
Stated That the L. & N. Will Use I.
C's. Bridge Cairo, Under
Old Agreement.
Parties coming in from down the
N., C. & St. L. railroad Wednesday
state they were talking with the civil
engineering corps that is surveying
for the new road between Cairo and
Nashville, Tenn., by the Louisville
& Nashville, which is incorporating
the branch under the head of the
Cairo, Mayfield St Nashville railroad.
These engineers told the Padticahans
that between Mayfield and Cairo
there would be used one of the old
routes surveyed by promoters of an-
other railway line, but never used,
therefore it is not now necessary to
again lay out those lines. These L.
& N. engineers have surveyed three
routes out of Mlayfreld, all of which
miss Murray, that will not be touched
by the new line the route goes a
few miles this side of Murray, one
a few miles the other side, and the
other direct to 'Hazel which is about
fifteen or twenty miles below Mjur-
ray, and right on the line dividing
Kentucky and Tennessee. The engi-
neers said it was certainty the line,
would not pass through Murray, as
it was entirely too hilly, and would
cost too much to get into that city,
anil further that this was absolutely
unnecessary as the connections with
the N., C. & St. L. into this city
could be made with greater ease and
less cost at Hazel, than the capitol of
Calloway county. From Hazel the
engineers are taking a straight bee-
line survey into Nashville.
When the L. & N. permitted' the I.
C. to cross former's bridge over the
Ohio river at Henderson, it was with
the understanding that the L. & N.
might use the I. C's.. bridge at Cairo
if the occasion ever' arose. The L. &
N. officials say this occasipn never
would have come abolit had not the
Illinois Central bought the Tennessee
Central and in that manner gained an
entrance ito Nashville, Tenn., that
heretofore has been dominated by the
I. & N., which now intends to come
through West Kentucky, into Cairo
and on through Illinois over friendly
lines, into St. Louis, and fight the I.
C. in that manner, in reciprocating
the warfare being waged between the
two out of Nashville. Now under
this Henderson agreement the L. &
N. can be kept off the Henderson
structure.
WHISKY CASES
CRIMINAL COURT CAME TO
A CLOSE YESTERDAY AT -
MAYFIELD.
The Paducahans Will Not Appeal
Their Liquor Convictions Except
In Time For Next Term.
The circuit court is in session now
at May-field, but the George Good-
man whiskey company and Jake
Biederman Distilling company will•
not have tried this session the many
cases charging them with violation
of the .Maytield local optipti laws by
shipping whiskey into tire city. They
have been fined on many charges in
the police court, and intend to ap-
peal, but the law grants them sixty
slays iii which to appeal athl they e ill
take advantage of the full period
allotted them. This will make the
appeal too late for that circuit court
term, therefore the whiskey charges
will not come up until the June term'.
The circuit court there finished
with 4lie ck)ciciet, yesterday
morning, and the judge dismissed the
jury and everybody until next Mon-
day morning when the civil side of
the docket is taken up and the differ-
ent suits tried. At that little city,
the court is run like out at Benton,
the criminal and civil dockets being
tried at the same term, the business
not being sufficiently large for a term
to be given each side of the doci-et.
HAMILTON SAID TO
HAVE TOLD ALL.
Statement Reported to .be .in th
Hands of District At-
torney Jerome.
New York .March Trib
one today says: "Andrew Hamiltpn
according to reports that reachet
this city has made to ex-Justice D.
Cady Herrick a full and' complete
statement of his financial transac
tions in behalf of the insurance com-
panies and this statement has been
turned over to 'District Attorney 'Je-
rome by Mr. Herrick.
"It wat on the advice of Mr. Her-
rick and Senator Brackett. it is said,
that Hamilton came back to this
country to clear the name of his
dead friend, John A. McCall."
MADE UP FOR
THIS.
The Law Permits Extra Taxation of
Five Cents on $too to Pay for
Springling Thoroughfares.
Not until next iveek's meeting of
the. board of works will. there be com-
pleted the recommendation to be
made by that body and the street
committee from the city legislative
boards regarding the sprinkling dis-
trict to be created down upon the re-
constructed streets and in the cen-
tral portion of the town. The board
of works and committee will frame
up their report in this matter and
lay it before the full bodies for rati-
fication.
The law gives the city authorities
the right to create a district inside
which the public streets are to be
sprinkled as many times each day
and night as deemed advisable. The
law further grants the right for the
city government to assess 5 cents for
each Poo worth of assessable real
estate inside this district, this revenue
to be used in paying for the sprink-
ling. This special taxation is ex-
clusive of the annual assess-
ment made for general tax revenue
for the city.
When the sprinkling question was
brought up last week the legislative
boards directed the board of works
and street committee to make a de-
tailed report, showing what streets
they desired sprinkled, hpw often, etc.
It is probable that the district to
be created' will include all fie recon-
structed streets, and possibly some
others lying right beyond the im-
proved thoroughfares. It is Also
possible that the sprinkling will be
done by the private contract with
individual* po the city authorities will
not have to' be bothered with it,
except seeing that the contract is
rigidly carried out.
Experience has shoivn that streets
kept well wrinkled every warm day,
last much longer than others, as the
saturation with water seems to keep
the gravel from being ground into
dust and blown away. One thing
certain, all the business part of the
city, and for a good distance up
Third street, South, will be included
in the district.
For Sale.
L000 loads of dry heating and took
stove wood $1.25 per two-horse load
delivered promptly. Tel. 442. E E.





Bradley Murdock and Harry Sanford
Were Filed,. II4o and Coils Loch
fot tarrying Weapons
'• 'db.
Thad Williams, white, was ar-
raigned in the police court yesterday
morntgg ro the charge of mlyhem.
The ralt was continued by Judge
Sandets until today. He is charged
with cutting part of the nose of Her-
man Grief off with a knife while they
were engaging in a schoolboy' fight.
.Bradley Mitt-dock was fined $40
and costs for carrying concealed
weapons out attotu the Union depot.
A similar fine was given Harry
Sanford on the charge of carrying
weapons concealed about his person.
Cleveland Weekly, was dismissed of
the charge of disorderly conduct
against him. These latter vvere the
trio caught out at the depot by
bffacere. Hurley- and _Singery who
found pistole, razors, brass knecks
and other weapons concealed about
their person in different places.
There was continued until next
Monday the warrant charging Exell
and company -with doing business and
refusing to take net a city license.
INSURANCE CRIMES.
Court to Decide Whether Political
Assessment by Corporation
Is Larceny.
New York, March 15.—The Grand
Jury, which is investigating evidence
in the insurance matters submitted
by District Attorney Jerome, is at
sea as to whether a political assess-
ment by a director of a corporation
constitutes the crime of larceny.
The Members of the jury ques-
tioned Mr. Jerome on the matter, and
at his suggestion the matter was
placed before Judge (YSullivan of the
court of General Sessions. who will
render an opinion next week.
Thitrict Attorney Jerome today ad-
dressed a letter to Mayor McClellan,
as a member of the board of estimate
and apportionment, asking for an ap-
propriation of $to,000 for the prose-
cution of criminal actions in connec-
tion with the life-insurance cases.
DYING NAME. CHANGE TIME
DEATH NOW FOR MEETINGS
ONE OF THE MAIN SUP-
PORTERS SAY QUESTION
IS DEAD.
He Thinks' Authorities Have Been
Shown In No Unmistakable Man-
ner That People Oppose.
One of the aldermen who has been
rampant for "farming" out the city's
light plant to stone & Webster, yes-
terday stared that it was 11101e than
possible that the question would be
dropped, and that even if the ordin-
ance empowering a contract with
Stone & Webster, is brought up, that
it will be defeated, as he and many
others of the upper legislative body
had found' without any possible show
of mistake, that the entire community
was unanimous against the project,
therefore the officials would have to
bend to public clamor. This alder-
man continued that he was for let-
ting the contract at first, but of
course, had to now change because
he finds out the people do not want
it, and he has to represent them, not
Ids personal views.
One week from last night the
aldermen meet again at the City Hall
and it is possible the ordinance will
be brought up,'as the reason it was
lain over at the last session was be-
cause Miember Samuel Hubbard was
not .present. He favors giving Stone
& Webster the contract and the other
supporters of that in the board had
the measure laid over because Hub-
bard was not at the last meeting.
Palmer and Starks are the only
two in the upper board who have
refused to unbend and heed the loud
protests of the public at large, and
on account of this they are the object
for much caustic and just criticism
from every source.
CASE GONE INTO
THERE HAS BEEN CH9SEN
THE TWELVE MEN TO
DECIDE HOLLAND'S
FATE.
It Will Take Until the Middle
Next Week to Finish Tak-
ing the Testimony.
BOARD OF WORKS WILL
DOUBTLESS DO THIS
TODAY.
By Changing Their Sessions







to EDGAR W. *HITTEMORE.,
44
This afternoon at the called ses-
sion of the board of public works
probabilities are tbe time for the
regular weekly gathering of this body
will be changed from Wednesday
afternoon until Friday afternoon, as
this would expedite public matters to
the board of works from the council
and aldermen.
At present the council bolds its
regular meeting on Monday night,
while the board of works meets
Wednesday afternoon, and then the
aklernien Thursday evening. Now
I when the council has up a question
I that is to be referred to the board of
!works, it does so. Thursday night
then has to be awaited for the alder-
men to refer this question to the
board of worlds also, as it takes the
combined action of both legislative
bodies before anything can be sent
the board. of works. The aldermen
meet one day after the board of
works, therefore anything the coun-
cil refers to the board of works
MbIldaY, had to be referred to the
board of works Thursday by the
aldermen, and then lay over until the
following VVIedrresday before the
board of works holds its regular
gathering, and takes up whatever
proposition referred.
By changing the time for•thetr re-
gular weekly sessions to Friday the
board of works fixes it in such a
manner that the council can of Mon-
day night refer any question to them,
the aldermen can the following
Thursday confirm the reference by
the council, while the board of works
can then Friday afternoon, the day,
following the aldernsanic session.I
take up the matter and dispose of it.
Look Out Everybody.
Dr. W. H. Powell of Lexington,
Ky., is here again. H. E. Buckhens
& Co's., man of Chicago. Ill., distrib-
uting samples of their famous rem*.
dtes. Lokous everybody and get one
of a cook book and sample free of
, charge
Stop caughing.
The Walter Holland killing case
'A as gotten Into yesterday at Ben-
ton and for the next few days the
entire time will be consumed in hear-
ing the evidence. The attorneys
think it will be next Tuesday or
\,‘ ednesday before they complete
hearing the evidence, while immedi-
ately thereafter the lawyers will
make their speeches, which will con-
sume about two days' time, or pos-
sibly three. The cage then god l to
the jury. When tne charge does go
to the jury, Holland is to be ordered
into the hands of the jailor, who
keep, him in his possession until the
jurors make known what their de-
cision is.
Ye_stertlay morning the lawyers
commenced making up the jury out of
the special 'venire oftso men,andthey
had the twelve men chosen to try the
matter by the time they ha dchal-
lenged :seventy-five of those sum-
Monet" The jury is as follows:
T. H. N;eirles, A. I. }Inland, N.
A. Kenkittel. Elmer Franklin. sf. B
Crowell, J. B. Dupriest, D. W. Haw-
kins, J. A. Bourland, W. A. Duesc,
J. W. Howard, M. H. Pitt and I.
J. Phelps.
Word from 'Benton is that the
greatest of interest prevails, became
Holland's friends this_ titne_ think
they have a better show of clearing
him, while the prosecution is as firm
in their belief that they will give him
a term even longer than the five
years imposed at the last hearing,






Will be keenly , appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
m.ild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE•QUICK
RELIEF









Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building






Our Handsome Spring Fabrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETS AF-
FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER, IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
CLOTHES. WE STAND FOR EVERY GARMENT WE
TURN OUT.
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway. , MERCHANT TAILORS.
Rga. 'ESTATE AGENCY'
muarix jaripsi Kgertitisst PAM. EAST?Y PAivaarrr vow DIM/1MM ISSWIMN
1414TUCSCV ANAL WA. )01111USAL AND Mal UST






....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic .and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
b. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
-
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS: does not be-
come dark and discolored
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.









The most despised drudgery of h ousekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
duce. Unless, of course, you own a
Hot, Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
rooms. Estimates free.
Ed D. Hhala*je-nnan






And Household Goods. Both;'Phones it
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Colonel John J. Dorian Will Address
4
High School Children This
Morning.
The4,irustees of the public schools
want to sell their building at Fifth
- trod Kentucky avenue, if anyone
to start a• hotel i., or to
_aise for any other purpose. This
building is now too close down in
tf. the business section of the city to
4 be of any further use to the schools
which need be out in the residence
portion, as the patrons are from the
homes. Since there has been some
talk about a new hotel being started,
the trustees are trying to see who
• are the promoters, in order to sell
them the building at thaf intersection,
but as it seems to be only curbstone
talk about the new hostelry, pros-
pects are the trustees will not be able
to sell for this. They have been
avantint $25,000 for the building for
several years, but as yet no buyer
has appeared, although several times
partied- claimed they wanted it, but
that was all ever done. The trustees
think no-more suitable location could
be found them this corner for A new
hostelry, and if they can learn who is
behind the new hotel talk, figures will
be made, looking towards selling
• them.
St. Patrick's Address.
Appropriate to the occasion the
' children of the high school this
• morning as their opening exercise
will have delivered to them an ad-
dress on St. Patrick by Col. John J.
Dorian, the genial city treasurer who
has consented to maim a talk to the
scholars upon this topic. ?Tomor-
row is St. Patrick's day and recog-
nized as such by 'everybody, and
more particularly the desceodants of
that saint.
These opening ceremonies fOr the
high school are about the most suc-
cessful; interesting and instructive
sei4 tA ex..-rcises ever inaugurated.
'They extend from musical pro-
grammes to lectures and speeches
from prominent men, and are an ex-
',4- ceUerit source of education for the
This morning Mrs. Lelia Wade
Lewis will sing several Irish airs.
Principals Meeting.
The weekly meeting of the prin-
cipals for the different school build-
ings, was held yesterday afternoon
h Superintendent Lie)). because
this afternoon the principals and
teachers all meet and hold their
monthly literary gathering. At noon
today time schools dismiss for the
'fiatance of the day in order the
t-echers will have nothing to prevent
chem attending the literary session.
Lecture Tonight.
A large crowd will this evening at-
tend the lecture given at Washington
building by Miss Sue Temple.
1100 NOS
, BIG CANCATENATION BE
HELD TOMORROW
EVENING.
Degree Work Be At Red Men's Hall,
While Banquet Occurs At
The Palmer.
The Hoo 'loos of this city have
completed arrangements fur the big
concatenation that will take place
tomorrow evening, at which time
about- fifteen candidates 'will be
initialed into this order, while. a
large lerowd• -of member* ssa- expected
from Nashville, Memphis, St. Louis,
Otibet surrounding cities.
The u..icree work will be conducted
at the Red Mien's tan on North
a Fourth street, at which time the
ittens will be converted into full
ed black cats. It unerally takes
eral hours to iinish conferring the
ea, and imMediately after that
cret part of the world the &lege-
Cat will repair to The Palmer where
the 'well banquet will be given.
The Hon Hoos is an order com-
posed of lumbermen, newspapermen.
electi'eal mci, and certain elaeses of
railroa''t men. No lodges are main-
tained at different cities, late other
orders, but all the memb .rs belonged
to one big lodge that exists every-
where. The members select different
cities in which to confer the degrees
and give their banquets and they are
always quite important gatherings.
Notice Beavers.
All members of Paducah Dam, No.
t 34, are earnestly requested to b
e
-present at meeting tonight.
C. E. WHITESIDES, Pres.
la I J. 
H. TRENT, Secy.
•
.It is seldom that an actor or ac-
OF JANUARY AND FEBRUARY DO- tress, no matter how popular, is called
NATIONS WERE, MANY. before the curtain after the final
drop and compelled by an enthusias-
tic audience to respond to encore
after encore, says the Nashville Ban-
ner. It is an unusual procedure, yet
such was the case at the Vendome
The Ladies of the Institution always
Feel Grateful for the Valued
Help Rendered.
"Hit following contributions were
made to the Home of the Friendless
during January and February. The
managers wish to express their
nrd
'Commercial Club  - 6o 50
Cash  . .... so oo
Mrs. Ed Noble . 8 25
Mrs. Cook Husbands  8 25
Abraam Well Insurance Co.,
insurance on furniture ... 15o oo
Dr. H. B. Howell, dentistry, five
dozen tooth brushes; Dr. Vernon
Blythe, medical servilces; Fells &Co.,
bolt of domestic; C. H. Rieke &
Sons, bolt of domestic and calico;
Mrs. George C. Thompson, bolt of
calico; Mrs. H. C. Overby, bedding,
clothing and fruit; Mrs. J. L. Freid-
man, wines and liquors for medicine;
Mrs. Henry Hughes, clothing; Mrs.
John John George, three pairs of
trousers; Mrs. W. H. Coleman, can-
ned goods; Mrs. L. S. DuBois, cloth-
ing; Mrs. H. R. Robertson, vege-
tables and fruit; Mrs.. John Osen-
iwough, fruit; Mrs. Sam Gott, supplies
for sick; Mrs. J. A. Batter, cake;.
Through Mr. C. W. Morrison, the
International Sunday school lessons
and teachers' magazine; Episcopal
church society, making of clothing;
Presbyterian church society, making
of clothing; Mrs. Sam Logan, vege-
tables and fruit; Mrs. ,Roll Herring,
clothing; Mrs. J. F. Householder,
canned fruit; Mrs. G. H. Wysong,
dishes; Mrs. J. M. Woken, clothing;
Mrs. W. B. Mills, vegetables; Miss
Isabelle Hutchinson, cake; E. P.
Gilson, five gallon coal oil; Mr. 0.
L Grggor;', several loads of wood;
Pacific Tea and Coffee Co., tea and
coffee; Dr. C. G. Warner, services;
Dr. H. M. Childress, services; Cook
& Riley, photographs; Mart' Coal-
ston, plumbing; Miss Lucia Powell,
cakes; Mr. Sam Glover, one-half
bushel of popcorn.
Thanks are extended the grocers,




THIS FOR BENTON PEOPLE.
The New Hotel Building at That
Neighboring City Will Be Up-
to-date and First Class.
Hon. Mike Oliver, of Benton, is
in the city having Architect 0. D.
Schmidtt draw up altered plans and
specifications for the new hotel
building that is to be constructed in
lientoe by the newly organized com-
pany that wants to get it well under
way immediately. The changes be-
ing made in the drawings will pro-
vide for a larger building than here-
tofore, this being decided on after
the Stilley House burned several
%reeks ago. With the destruction of
that hostelry, Benton was let with-
cut any hotel at all and the loss of
that building caused the promoters
of the new hotel to increase the size
et their proposed structure so as to
be large enough for the demands.
The old plans for the new hostelry
provided for only one store room in
the basement but now the change
will make provision for two store
rooms. The new plans will make
the timel three-fifths larger than the
old drawings provided for, while the
number of bedrooms will be increas-
ed to twenty-eight.
The foundation excavations for the
new structure have been made, while
work_oLlaying.the foundation .proper
will be started very soon. It will
take Architect Schmidtt a week
ten days to make the alterations
needed.
Benton now has no hotel accomo-
dations and the people there at-
tending the Holland killing trial are
being cared for at private homes.
IF GAS KILLS, YOU •
OAN SUE AND WIN.
Interesting Precedent Zatablished
by Decree of Supreme Court.
I Scranton, Pa., March i.—Illumina-
ting gas from leaking mains was al-
leged to have bee+ responsible for
the death of an infant child of John
Flaherty, of , Dunmore, and he sued
the Scranton Gas and Wate- Com-
pany Tor damages and was awarded
$525.
The gas company appealed and the
!superior court affirmed the judge-
ment of the Lackawanna court.
Tuesday. night, as well as once last
season, and the memory of a spright-
ly, miagnetic little figure, who com-
pletely dominated the show, will lin-
ger long in the minds of those com-
posing the big audience.
Dainty. nervous little Eva Tangnay
periect bundle of vivacity and
strenuousness, assisted by a cast of
capable players, gave Nashville
theatre-goers a pleasant evening with
"The Sambo Girl." To properly de-
scribe Miss Tanguay's style of act-
ing, or work, is a difficult proposition.
She went through her part with a
simplicity of grace and manner that
was refreshing. While realizing that
she is the piece de resistance of the
production, she did not assume the
role of Clara Dashington with a self-
consciousness, but rather with a feel-
ing that the public wanted to see her
and she did her best to make the
occasion enjoyable. Miss Tanguay
is one unto herself. She has no
model and follows out original ideas
In interpreting her role.
During the actIbn of the play, or
rather musical show, she sang several"
songs which made decided hits. "I
Don't 'Care" and her "Love Song"
were highly popular, especially the
latt..-r song, which is beautifully set
to waltz music. There is the merest
bit of a plot about "The Samba
Girl," yet enough to present many
clever and laughable scenes, inter-
polate several catchy songs, au4 still
more to give Miss Tanguay ad op-
portunity to display her talents in
vocal and histrionic lines. She held
the audience, so to speak, in the palm
of her hand.
Melville Collins as Raphael Ru-
bens, an artist, is congenially cast in
light role, but made good with the
audience. His playing on the piano
attracted much attention. Miss
Florence Morrison as Madam *Mar-
tini, strong woman, with a kind of
femine basso de profundo voice, was
one of the hits of the show. A bevy
of pretty. shapely girls constituted
the chorus, and their singing was .a
material improvement over what is
generally heard.
Illinois Central Wee iry Excur-
sions to California. Excursion cars
through to Los Angeles and San
Frisco as follows: Via Ner Or-
leans and the Southern Routes ev-
ery Friday from Chicago; every Tues
day from Cincinnati and Louisville
via ()maks:and the Scenic Route ev-
ery Wednesday from Clieago.
Full Particulars- -eorcerrrits. all of
the above can be had of agents of
the Illinois Central and connecting
lines or by addressing either of the
undersigned.
Jos. Biggs, D. P. A.. Cincinnati.
F. W. Harlow, D. P. A., Louis
joint A. Scott, A. G. P. A., Moe
phis.
A. H. HANSON. P. T. M.,
Chicago.










Splendid Reproduction, in Sixteen
Tints, of a Celebrated Painting.
Every pers.,,, win, sena one dol-
lar to pay for a year's subscription to
the Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, Mo., and Farm Progress, will
receive, absolutely free, a beautiful
colored picture. 24 by 32 inches in
Simensions, entitled "The Departure
of the Bride from the Home of
Washington." This picture is a
direct reproduction from the cele-
brated painting by Ferris. Sixteen
colors were employed in the process.
It is made on a rifle, heavy paper, and
will make, when framed and hung,
a magnificent ornament for the home,
it possesses an uncommon interest to
every American, as the central figure
in it is George Washington, standing
at the portal of his Virginia home,
bidding adieu to he bride and bridge-
groom. The color wtirk is highly or-
nate and correct in every detail, as
are the character representations,
costumes, etc.
The Twice-a-Week Republic is the
oldest and best semi-weekly family
paper in the country, and Farm Prog-
ress, which is also published by The
Republic, is the fastest-growing farm
mirthly in America. Remember,
that you get both of theft splendid
journals an entire year, and the beau•
tiful big colored picture, all for only
one dollar.
Present subscribers may take ad-
vantage of this offer, by sending a
dollar and having their time marked
up a year. The Repoblic hereby
gives notice that this offer may be
withdrawn at any time, and those
who wish the picture should send in
eubstriptione at once.
Remit by postoffice or express
money order, registered letter or
bank draft. Do not send personal
checks. Write names and addresses
plainly, and address.
SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT,
The Republic. St. Louis, lido.
tircursion—St. Louts.
The Illinois Central R. R. will run
a special excursion to St. Louis, kav
ittg Paducah Union depot at 8 a. m.,
March 22nd., via Cairo, fare for the
round trip $3.00. Tickets wit be
good returning for 3 days on regular
trains. No baggage will be checked
on these tickets, nor will they be
honored on sleeping cars. J. T.
Donovan, agent, Pachrcab, Ky. G. C.
Warfield, T. A., Union depot.
One-Way Colonists.
One the same date, one-way sec-
ond class tickets will be sold at re-
duced rates to similar territory, and
to Montana, Utah, Washington and
Oregon; also to San Francisco, Los
Angeles and San Diego, Cal., and to
Prescott and Phoenix, Ariz.




T. '' A U
nion Depot.
When a man prays one day and
steals six, the Great Spirit thunders
and the evil one laughs.
Honesty means to be an ingre-
dient that many a self-made man




We Write Anything in Insurance
Office' 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 
1696
MAHlt, MLR & CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH, KV
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam: Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. Residence Phone 736




Steam and hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 5,Ls Broadwat
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO:
In UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
BOTH PHONES 303-305 S. THIRD ST.,
NO. Ina PADUCAH, KY.
1 
°ENT IS ALL IT WILL COST YOU
to write for our big YUAN 1110ECLA: catalogue
showing the most complete line of hip', -grade.
or on c 
. 
ory kneel of feria, until you have received our complete Free Cats-
BICYCLES, TIRES and SUNDRIES at rateicie
BELOW any other manufacturer or dealer in the world.
DO NOT our A BID IDLE fr— -9—e•at gay pric ,
loguou illustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and low-grade
bicycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable LOW
PUKES and wonderful new offers made possible by selling from factory
direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.
WE Ad PP ON APPROVAL wahou• a cent depo-it, Pay the Freight and
allow 10 Days Free Trial and make other liberal terms which no other
house in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much valu-
able information by simply writing us a postal.
We need a Indoth Alpena' in every town and can offer an opportunity
to make money to suitable young men who apply at once.
. • •••- - • -• 7-1•- rs:'"" 0 L Y.
Re 
- k• now SA.80
Price I
$8.50 per pair. .80 To Introduce
We Will Sell NAILS, TACKS
You a Seam*, OR GLASSWON'T LET
Pair for Only OUT THE AIR
(CASH WITH ORDER $4.56)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS. PINS, NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intertional knife cuts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Hundred Thousand pairs now In actual use. Over
Seventy-five Thousand pairs sold lest pier.
Notleire thick relaxer trend
_ land .. ." also "II"
..41, panotarronZi .8.1A"
to peeves. ries out This
tire will eut/nat any other
moire—SOFT. ELASTIC and
EASY
w ! tiMelintit lity of rubber, which never becomes porous Roe which closes up small punctures
Ni Made to all sizes. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined inside
without allowing the air to eacatte. We have bowed. of letters from satisfied customers stating
that their tires have on ly been pumped up once or twice ilia wholeseason. They weigh no more than
ati ordinary tire, thcpuncture mesiscing cualitles being given by several layers of thin specially
prepared fabric on tee tread. That " Iluldliig Back" sensation comtnonly felt when riding on asphalt
or aoft roads IS overcome ill the ,pisteag "pinthet.IFeave" tread which prevents all air from being
squeezed out between the tire and the mad thus oresconting all sneessa. The regular price of these
tires is $5.5o per pair, but for witertising Airflow-AN we are making a spacial factory price to the rider
of per pair. All orders shipped same day peter is reo6.ed. We ship C.O.D. on approval.
You do not pays coat until you'have examined aiid found them strictly,' represented.
We will allow &cash fillannont cf s per ornt,(thereby making the price 64.815 per pair) if you send
FULL CASH terra OltDES and enclose this advertisentent. we' will also send one alckel
p6ated brass bard pump slid two Sampson retool paneture closers on run paid order. (these metal
puncture close r• • • We'dIi,4.31114 or coieesonat knife cabs or heavy gashes). Tires Looe returned
at HAIR . for any reascis they are pit satisfactcrry on exarnitsatiou.
We ire pert • I,• it. and moue" to in wee safe s. in si• bank. Ask your Postmaater.
Banker. r..• Ag,nt. or tke Aditor of this aper about us. If you order • pair of
hfittltrT f lie. wit' give us your order. We want you to send us a small trial
arc 
lie'? will ride' miller. rue 41ker. weir better, last longer and look
••• lot seennt say price. We know that you will be bo well pleased
of. .;irk.er.a% '.4••  gge • 19 the le line are sold by us at half th wittual
h
Mule- whos(o. saddled. s and repairs, and
prkes ' • !firs ahd • , ft or inc-. m e worn gummy tabongue.DO NOT wAn. h•st %yule us a amain today. IX) NOT THIN K. OF BI.:YL.N0 'a
bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone until you know the new and
w•-criderfol eerie we are making. It only coats a postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
MO CYCLE COMPANY, If. "J L" CHICAGO, ILL.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paducuth, Kentuckgy,
Capital and Surplus $115/5,000l]
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE&
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIENL
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cant per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in Ars
proof vault for rent at $3 to 8io per year as to sins. You carry your Oisli
key and no one but yourself has access.
t
r,1 OUR ELECTRICAL  AND
M. MACHINE DEPARTMENT
123 N. FOURTH ST.





THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE FUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPILS
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR TO MATCH
FOR THE srma, SUN OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN PLO.
AAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS AR. SELLING AT 6 CENTS P..
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY ic PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 3r., sec, a,- 15*
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRIERS'
TO litaT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL RFITECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND —EVERY CONSIEVKA B
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS /N BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFVECTS iN
JAPAINIMSE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST EN-
SIGNS 04 ALL NEW PAPER& WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF READINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES. W1N..
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS.AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. .ALL AND SRI OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT ANT's
GIVIC YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
01.0.. LAMM














IAt Kegtster Dullam, 523 2roadway.
JAMES E. WILH1LM, Preeident.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
• fROBgRT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year $5.00
Six Months  2.50
Three Months  1.25
,One Week  so
Anyone failing to receive, this paper
regularly should report the !natter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Friday Morning arch A, 1906'
City's Witegulate.ltatei. •
The legal ..repient pf „Louisville
is now inves tthue1t,on ós
to whether o ottlisais;t4iy has the
power ro say v'ttilite..)1' people. shal
pay for their iceititstat . lighti, tele-
phones and fares..
The chairm4 °Ulla' revision com-
mittee of the intrid -council asserts
that it can be 4, one and claim's the
right .a pirt6f the 4therent power
'of every assembly, whether munici-
pal, state. or national to regulate the
rates e..sfsubli. c service corporations
• aspose as they do so ip reason. We
agree with the gentleman in his
position. Congress is now engaged
in fixing the rates of the railroads;
Ohio has already fixed the passenger
rate on railroads at two cents a mile;
In Paducah the general council has
sirtually fixed, the water rates, tele-
phone rates of one company and
street car fares. Our position is
simply this, a city owns its streets
and can only allow them to be used
for the public purposes or for the
benefit of the public, and therefore
acemires the right to establish rules,
regulations and, rates for the utilities
that may occupy the streets, but only
so far as such rules, regulations and
rates apply to the corporations re-
lations with the public; the city is
but the people themselves and it
wouleindeed be.. a strange proceed-
ing to grant certain privileges to con-
cerns with which they must, neces-
sarily have dealings and not be in a
position to protect themselves from
unjust and arbitrary charges.
The Register will even go farther
still, and say that it is our belief that
a public utility corporation cannot
discriminate in its rates to consum-
ers of the salve class. Discrimina-
tion in rates to shippers is exactly
what has inspired congress to take
• up the question of rate legislation.
Where the same service is rendered,
whether it be water, electric lights,
or fares, therates must be the same to
each and every one of like consumers
or patrons. The matter of disceimi-
nation is indulged in by many public
Utility corporations, but if the ques-
tion is ever carried into court they
will be compelled to abolish dis-
criminations.
The general electric light company
of Louisville says .if the city, doer'
attempt to regulate light rdres in
that city, that the company will pay
no attention to it. Something like
this no doubt occurred iA Chicago in
•.the telipbene, and in the street car
controversies, but when the city went
into the courts the' telephone and
traction companies were soon
brought to taw. And.. if Louisville
undertakes to regulate things in that
City  .itivill_come out 9n topjnstii
the Windy'
Tillman and Rate Legislation.
Contrary to expectations Senator
t Tillman• in presenting his report on
/ railroad rates. yesterday, indulged in
no sensationalism but made a p'ain
matter of fact talk on the
subject. He em,phasized the asser-
tion that the Ate legislation queN
tion would be of paramount import-
ance in the next presidential elettion.
He paid his respects to the methods
of the railroads in general.
• Mr. Tillman declared that there
can be no justice in compelling the
people as a whole to pay dividends
on watered stock primarily 'to in-
crease the 'fortunes of men already
• too rich. He recommended that
amendments to the bill 'be adospted
which would give relief to "the
anomalous and outrageous condition
of affair # disclosed as existing in
public cirriers for the benefit of the
whole people, in the last few years
have become rapidly transformed
into the veriest band of robbers—
highwaymen who donot thrust their
pistols in the faces of their victims
and demand their money or their
lives, but who levy tribute in the
freight rates which are as high as
the traffic , will bear, any access to
market, monopolize with brazen
effrontery one of the prime-, %neces-
saries' of life,—coal—and in eve ly way
show their absolute contempt for the
people and the people's rights.
Lawyers Promote Lawlessness.
It has only been a few years since
the press and the public in referring
to a member of the legal profession
• ed the prefix "Honorable" before
his name. To be a lawyer was con-
sidered* an honor and in the profes-
sion was regarded as a
most honorable one. But sen-
timent has chattiest very materially in
the last decade in respect to the
members of the bar. 
_ .
In days gone by a lawyer wae- con.
lidered the ,satil of honor.; being
verse4 in the law his mission was to
point out the war to justice. If a,
client ca-me with a' case and it bad-.
no merit the lawyer would plainly. -
tell him so' aria adrist"ihm to keep
out of the courts, and if a clierit in-
sisted on going contrary to his advice
he would .have to talse his case to
one without scruples.
In those days a majority of the
lawyers took pride In winning every
case and avoided thbse of which they
had doubts Aleut. And as for-rollicit-
ing cites or taking cases of a ques-
tionable character, they left such to
the shystel• who had no standing at
the bar or in the community. Today
it is different. A fee will get at
least ninety-flee per Cent. of the
lawyers on either side of a question,
and a sewing machine agent or an
insurance solicitor cannot show
more eagerness to get business than
the average lawyer. Shyster practice
and methods have become so com-
mon that tte shysters are now in
a majority.
It is our candid belief that the
legal profession as a whole is a,
greater menace to the peace and
prosperity of this country than any
other element with which ,* free and
liberty loving people have to contend.
The almighty dollar rules, and men
with minds trained to think and
thereby becoming familiar with the
rules of joseices% „utilize that high
knowledge to ascertain ,.and deter-
mine ways by which the malifactor
of offender's of the law may escape
punishment, to overthrow justice and
to mak* trutl . an outcast. Many of
them even go further, they seek
places in the legislative halls and on
the bench, wherei as the hired tools
of thcise who wditid prey upon ths
public, obstacles are thrown in the
way and our laws are made a farce.
The evils that flourish in the legal
profession arc known to the mem-
bers thereof, and cognizance of them
are being taken by lawyers of in-
dependence and courage. At mil-
waukee Mr. Leris,.corporation coun-
sel of the city of ,Chicago in an ad-
dress before the bar association of
Wisconsin took occasion to make the
conditions •in the profession the sub-
ject of his address under the title of
"Lawlessness of the Law," a brief
account of which is to be found else-
where in this issue.
From the pertinent remarks made
by the gentlemen we are of thetpin-
ion that every member of the pro-
. Italian mould- do wall: -to soca*
thought to the Question and exert his
influence towards eradicating the
evils to be found and seek the co-
operation of his fellows to restore
his •profession to its once honorable
position.
MAY KILL THE PAPER TRUST.
Federal Supreme Court's Decision is
11'....rd Blew to General Company.
Appleton, Wig, March ts.—It is
thought that the decision of the su-
preme court in the paper trust case
will be the deathblow of the Genera!
Paper company. It was believed
that a favorable decision would be
rendered. Practically evey print mill
in Wisconsin will be affected and .it
is now believed that the mills will
be forced to go back to the old
method of having salesmen on the
road instead of disposing of their
product through a central agency.
The. manufacturers still claim that
_the General , -Paper company isWest 
saidsimp- ly a selling agency and not a"Vested waif flat rights of eminent trust.
•
f
I Have, cities of the first class th,!
#. power to regulate. the charges made
i by public set vice corporations in
Cincinnati, 0. Marl* 15-e-A formid- csses where the right is not reserved
able movement was inaugurated by the -charters 'of the corporations?
Tuessa‘iy to render ineffective die, This question, says The Herald, is
threatened etanimation ofthe Cox likely to prove more and more urn-
machine. Slteretary Of W h William portant in the near future, in view
foH. Taft irmerly launch,re e move- of the contest for cheap lighting,
Ment in a long letter acCep 
7 
ing mem-. and its settlement will mean much
bership in the new Roosevelt club., to the city. It has never been tested.
'This letter was read to a large meet-, according to City Attorney Richards.
ing of prominent republicans. At tut ‘it is ic.nown that the legal depart-
the conclusion of ti - document the: ment of the city is oow irestigating
following paragraph was artItten: "r ttie law in this regard in order to
am directed by the president to ac-!determine whether Louisville actual-
knowledge the receipt for him of th& ly- has it in its power to say' how
announcement that he has been elec- 1 mich people shall pay. for their
ted an 'honorary member of the . electric lights. telephones and street
Roosevilt Republican club and to "Y car fare.
that 'he accepts the same with An ordinance, which will be report-tlianka.6. 'I. 
ed favorably in the council, by Ed-
, Daglasstion of Independence. ward G. Hill, next Tuesday night.
el 2_:_.secsetary Taft. in the letter re- rates of the telephone companies to
counts the constitutional objects of the,standard fixed by the franchise
the organization-Is follpykra;K: of the Home Telephone company.
3 Of YOut &institution ) s was to put the latter corporatioar
objects of your society to , e as fel- on an even footing with the Cum-4
lows:/ The promulgation ' d maul- berland Telephone company, but the
tenance of the principles advocated latter concern, through its local rep-
by the national republican party. The resentative, G. G. Hall, declared last
maintenance of a republican orgasti-1
zation in the city of Cincinnati and 
night that in case the ordinance is
passed his company will pay no at-county of Hamilton opposed to boss- tention to it.
ism and machine politics. The advo-
cacy of laws provitiing for digs estab-
lishment of" the merit system. in ap-
pointments to subordinate offices in
sphe ad_ its passage?" he was asked.
vocacy of such changes in 
.cities, villages and counties.
"We shall certainly not," he' re-ihe elec-
tion laws as shall permit a 're di. plied firmly. .
rect participation by the people in As the sentiment in the Lowe;
nomatating to public elective offices. 'Poard of the council lies been la
The separation of municipal affairs favor of the ordinance, its passage, 
from national party politics. Equal may mean one of the Most import'
opportunity for all men honorably ant legal battles of years, as the
seeking office. Resistance to and ex. telephone company rill desist any
posure of corruption and promotion attempt to enforce its provisions. In
of reform in public • affairs. The case the ordinance's constitutionality
inculcation maintenance and further- is upheld, the road to control the
ance of high i,eas of America! rates of the lighting company teill
be clear, and the lighting situation
will have lost itt most perplex.ng
feature.
Mr. Hall declared that the charter
of the city gives it no eight to ream
late rates, and that unless the ex
ores* stipulation is made in the new
franchises granted, the city cannot
enforce any system of rates upon
public service corporations. Ills
views are shared by Udolpho Snead,
president of the lighting company,
who was asked whether the city
could control the rates of his , on-
pany.
Dividends Regulate Rates.
organization used political patronage "By an agreement with the gas
to establish itself and' through its company, the dividends of that cor-
thoroughness was able for years to poration automatically controls its
defy the people at the polls. He rates," he said, "but the city has no
pointed to the recent democrat clean
• Boss !Inc
OHIO FIGHT IS ENTERED BY
LIGHTING RATES
LOUISVILLE INVESTIGATING
REGULATION OF THEM IN
THAT CITY.
THE PRESIDENT AND
• TAFTi Measure Now Before the Council
Meets With Opposition From
End of Coxism Marked by Roosevelt Lighting Company.
Clubs—Republicans Urged
to Keep up Move.
Marks Finish of Coalmen.
Republican leaders say that the for-
mation of the club puts the finishing
touch to Coxisnt Judge Howard C.
Hollister 'presided.
Secretary Taft gives seven piecri
of advice to the new club. He de-
clared that the members as believers
in republicanism should work: for the
continued supremacy of the party
The tendency of recent years, he
say.. has been toward the perfection
of municipal machines and that Cin-
cinna . has offered an example of the
power of such organizations for a
decade. He pointed out how the Cox
up as a triumph of the people, but
cautioned the members of the club
that such an uprising could not be
looked for ,at all elections.
Patriotic Motive Necessary.
Ile Advised eternal vigilance and
the employment of paid officers if
necessary to keep in touch with the
situation at al' times. He said it was
idle to tope to defeat machine- slates
at every election unless counter or-
ganizations actuated by patriotic mo-
aives take the field. He praised the
initial stand of 'the club and closed
the section of advice with a word of
warning lest it degenerate into a ma-
chine itself or an exclusive body from
which the repentent machine men
would be barred. lie deprecated this
latter proposition.
'Secretary Taft went into the mat-
ter of the merit system in public ap-
pointments. He said that he feared
that all efforts to finish machine rule
would be only -temporarily success-
ful until Ohio passed an adequate
merit system' law and strongly urged
a. general direct primary law.
'Urges Discretion in Bolting.
Difficulties in the way of securing'
separation of natisonal and ritunkipal
politics were told about. .Mr. Taft
pointed out that there is no relation
between the two and advised a wise
discretion in bolting party candidates
in local elections. Ile emphasized
the- fact that it is better to stileet
good 'delegates /ban to work for poi-
ticular officers.
Secretary Taft advocated equal
rights^for all and urged the dui to
resist and expose corruption an 'to
promote reform in public affairs.
The letter accepting membership
for Taft and the president aroused
„great enthusiasm in the meeting.
Honest Elections Men Present.
Despite the worst weather of -the
winter, which covered the city With a
six-inch layer of slush, the hall was
filled and the quality of -the meinbers
of the new ̀ organization caused much
comment.
The hottest eleciRons committer,
which did much work in the last cam-
paign andivehieh is composed of a
large Section of the heavyweight
young republicans and a few demo-
crats of independent leanings. was
present t,practichlly in a body.
Want Lower Rates.
"Will you lower your rates as pro-
vided by the ordinance, in case of
control over the rates of the lighting
company. They are regulated by
competition, and with the other -:nall
plants scattered through the t my."
Edward G. Hill, chairman of the
revision committee of the lower
board, defendedk his, committee's ac-
tion on the telephone ordinaneas by
asserting that it is a part of the in-
herent power of every assembly.
whether municipal, state. or natniaal,
tc regulate the rates of public 'cor-
porations as long as they 'do ro in
reason. "I am confident that ths
city ca ncontrol the telfphone rates.'
he said, "and as to the lighting
rates, I believe that we can, provided
that no -reservations on that score
are made in that corporations
friatchiseSa•
Mr. Sneed said that the franchise
of the company has nothing to say
regarding the rates at which elec-
tricity was to be disposed.
THINKS ROOSEVELT
WANTS THIRD TERM.
Birmingham, Ala., -Medi is.—
judge Alton B. Parker passed
theough the city today returning to
the north. In an interview the form-
er presidential candidate said:
"I am cotvinced, so far as I am
personally concerned. that Mr.
Roosevelt will ask for the nomina-
tion of the ,Republican party for a
third term. While this wotild prob-
ably be disputed if it was reported in
Washington or irt"--;.ny other portion
of the east, in my own mind I am
satisfied that at.present this is the
intention of the president."
WOULD PREVENT lkiftERGER8
MONOPOLY SCORED
AL,TON B. PARKER LASHES
THE LOBBY AND
PARTY BOSS.
Lack of Disposition to Enforce Law
Causes Evils—Shows Way Itt
Correct Wrongs and Urges
Democrats to do Duty.
Jackson, Miss., March 15.—Alton
B. Parker, dmocratic nominee for
qresident in loco, saddressing a joint
session of the Mississippi legislature
Tuesday. scathingly .denounced the
Monopoly rule, condemned the lob-
by and. party "bosses" and declared
that these evils existed through the
lack of the disposition to enforce the
criminal law against corporal: lsw
violators.
And the underlying rrasbrt;''._ lb;
said, "has been corporate pontiffl
contributions or other set vitt.
"Nothing can convince us," he 'min-
tinued, "and, nothing should' sleeve
us from our ingrained conviethin
that an indefinite extension of th:
powers of government, either at
home or abroad, is neither American
nor safe; that the levy of any money
for taxes -which can not be collected
without fear or favor or without con-
Wring undue privileges upon persons
or interests or that is notneeded for
purely political purposes can be any-
thing but perilous or that the failure
rigorously to enforce the criminal
laws by punishment of all guilty men,
whatever their offense or their nomi-
nal standing in the community, can
be other than fatal to justice and
violation of all precepts. whether di-
vine or human." • ,
New Kind of Wealth.
Mr. Parker spoke of material de-
velopment and its natural results,
showing the accumulation of wealth
that comes frtim ability and enter-
prise and from quick appreheasion of
oppsprfututies%
FlIft 'all at once, he said, with a
growth like Jonah's gourd there
came a new wealth. Indivitiasel\ for-
tunes amounting to hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars were seen to b. the
product of 'a few years' devotion to
a single industry, and under this sys-
tem, he said the profits have gone
into the pockets of a chosen few.
...FRP; the days when General Kil-
patrick said that the !ethane voters
were 'poor, needy and in debt' down
through theme of the 'fat fryer' 'and
his successors to those of tittsvocent
insurance scandals we have witnessed
the progressive development of the
lobby and have seen the avowed, de-
liberate, oqen, shameless purchase of
votes still further to strengthen priv-
ilege.
Bribing. the Voter.
"Then came tEe 'floater.' dealt with
in 'bloc' of increasing size until to-
day titre are in some of our states
rural communities, in some cases
counties to say nothing of cities.
where not less than a fourth or third
of their voters are known to have
been open to the approach of the
briber."
Mr Parker then declared that
when the rostra conferred' by the
federal • government became insuffic-
ient to satisfy the growing coharts
of monopoly the powers of the states
were invoked, so every state legisla-
ture became first the resort of a
lobby sad when this became too ex-
pensive the "boss" calm to his own.
Public franchises or rights, he said,
either were given away' or sold at
prices rediculously low and then the
-holders of these privileges forme,' al-
liance with those above them in
rank, From this new, source, he de-
clared, there trickled down added
rivulets of bribe money and. other
legislative bodies wee opened to
manipulation by the boss. .
Bill Against Corporations Advanced
in New York Assembly.
Albany, N. Y., March 15.--After a
Ilong debate today the assembly ad-
vanced to third reading a bill de-
signed to prevent mergers of trans-
portation corporations (which in-
clude railtoiad, telephone, telegraph
and power companies) under the
form of a holding company. Ths
bill Probably will come up kr final
passage tomorrow.
•
bee a us c kuLommitils. ,,lulutik broad-
cloth tiareira Or the fustiaa . or Itt•
rags in which some were once clad,"
'the way to convict, he said, is to
colivic‘ lie referred to thelconfes-
sion iff men in New York who ivere
implicated in insurance fratie-s and
said it would not he possible to draw
in that great city a grand jtiry that
would not indict these Jnen end that
it would not be Possible for any one
of these men if HO), proven guilty
to escape conviction before a trial
jury in any county of the state of
.N.teh,,wan't:ktishoerd,i).z.
is. seeking 'to take ven-
geance 
mean," he said,
or that its representatives'
should, eutek upon a reckless crusade.
But does mean that in New York,
even in greater measure, if possible,
than in Misridtirt. its instrucnents rec-
ognize the existence and the influence
of moral movement."
• Hositto Correct Evils.
He then spoke on how to correct
these evils. He favored proper pub-
licity in business and strengthening
of the libel laws.
"At the same time nothing is more
incumbent upon. our pen* than rec-
iigniticirf of the fact that few new
sesillePaiusWare naded for the correc-
tiOn of these giant evils. A single
infraction -of the law by a railroad of-
ficial, uncovered and relentlessly pun-
ished thrdffir- luiharity already
death. ..defined, would have been cif
utTgolea}„yalue than many months of
at_1ta99f fie ne pi:neers.
igeniecalizat ion was
pouched by. Mr. Parker.
,these," he said. "when
•ier • than 
geneeslirption.
.t cessaryf a to avoid the
attZ rog.4:7
ni totilstinsite. tan
doing of i 'fp as it is to insist
upon the nwthiig out of justice. That
a few rich men have either strained
the, moral law or broken the criminal
law constitutes no reason for con-
deming the majority, who, bringing
to the industrial work of the world
great abilities invited to lofty, charac-
ter, atairec never consciously done ani
"To do otherwise would condemn
a man like the late Marshal Field
equally with another like James Fisk
and yet. along the line of our activ-
ity, where one of the latter is devel-
oped,there are a hundred of the for-
mer."
-Above and beyond all things!'
he said, "we must avoid the dema-
gogue likte the pestilence which work-
eth in darktitilis. During recent years
there has been much 'discussion of
the terms conservatism and radical-
ism generally with the assumption_
that one means reacting while the
other spells progress. No classifica-
tion could be more at fault." He
said "conservatism condemns anarch-
ism, socialism and commonism, that
trinity of evils and heresies *almost
as old as the worldsitselk
Mr. Parker paid a glowing tribute
to the character and patriotic public
service of the late Justice 1Amar and
closed with an appeal to democrats,
who, he said, have much work to do
of a serious kind and exhorted them
to do their duty.
No Democratk Boss.
Here Mr. Parker averted as one of
the natural but interesting and often
overtooked facts of political history
that with all the development of
"bosses" throughout the country
during the past generation there is
no instance where in any state a
democrat has come to the front with
The "WiT1 and Tf ipOrtunTly `o use
public power or revenues to enrich
-himself or his lrenahmb or his fol-
lowers.
Mr. Parker referred to the "recent
revelations of shame," the. insurance
scandal and other exposes involving
many of the country's financiers.
These events, he said, made it neces-
sary for vigorous action.
"The effect upon the worli of these
revelations," he continued, "must be
as deep and profound as our own
trial has been serious, our shame
open barefaced, impossible to be hid.
For a time the ideals of our three
centuries of life have. 'been shattered
and our people feel that they have
come far short of their 'early promise.
But why should the 'knowledge that a
few thieves in high plaCes hive been
uncovered dishearten us? Suppose
their operations had, gone on for an-
other decade,- should we have been
better or happier to -have realized at
its end that we had been living all
those years-over an everwidening
ever-deepening sewer of fver-inereas-
ing foulness?
How to Enforce the Law.
Vs. Parker then took up the ques-
tion of the enforcement Of the law,
saying "Shall we hesitate to punish
sll'
ALDERMEN TO RETALIATE.
Candidates Say They Will Fight Ss-,
Joon Keepers Who Oppose
Chicago. Ill., March is.—Aldermew
who voted for the at.000 license ol-
d nance and who are candidates for
reelection in April yesterday planned
to retaliate on saloon keepers who
attempt to defitat them by raising
the prices of 'tan beer" and- other
drinks. The aldermen will demand
the strict ettforerneat in their wards
of flis oaf iielodtlificillag ordinance
and one of them yesterday declared
be would himself seacch out all
violators in his bailiwick and see
that they are prosecuted to the. full
extent of the law. Threats tor bring
about the closing of .all saloons on
Sunday were also made by some of
the councilmen.
FOR SALE.
All my Household and kitchen
furniture, at r23 North Sixth. In-
tend leaving the city. •





List of new eubteribers added by -
the East Tennessee Telephone com-
pany today:
2158 Brieo, Mrs. Mollie, Res., 1234
S. 6th. •
'2,i6o Beavers, W. S., Res., 6o6 N •
Fourteenth.
astta Cooper, Clyde, Res., 903 Madi-
son.
1231-4 Goodloe, Dr. E. R., Store,.
Little Cypress
2358 Grinter, Mtrit Mary, Res, 1515;
Clay.
Like other commeldities; teiephona
a al
service 'should be paid according to-
its value.
We hav,e in the city about 2,800%, *
subscribers or five times as many as''t
the Inc! pendent Co., outside the city'
and within the county we have 6xC
times as many Aubsicribert as the In-
dependent Co. Yet we will place *
telephone in your residence at 11(e-
same rate the Independent Co. is
supposed to charge and provide in
additiou. . long distance facilities
w'hic'h will enable you 'to reach fifty
milltort peeple font your home. Call
acto for further loformation.






















•••+•••••••-• AIM SI. MN .00 ••••••••• •••••••••
We have decided to discontinue the retail sale of Furniture in
y Padutah, to devote our entire energies to our factr.-_-y we will
i close out our entire stocks at 114-116-207-213 South Third•street at COST. This is a bonafide sale of an immense stock of Furniture A T COST.• It is goingto be sold at once. The greatest opportunity ever offered Paducall house- _ keepers to furnish - Everyerything marked jn plain figures. Come early aild avoid
thenirashiriTerme sale Cash.
TWO STORES-114-116 and 207-213 SOUTH THE PADUCAH FURNITURE MANN UACTURING COR
I WENT BOONOLISE
FRANK LEVAN ACTED LIKE A
CRAZY MAN LAST NIGHT.
'fried to Shoot Patrolman Hurley,
But the Latter Beat Him -to
• 
His _Revolver.
Frank Levaii,•* oft fftlOinsini, poi-
s'bly. forgot he 'ivas'-errl` tehtitchiy
soil last evettiac 'add that such
things as gottivtayli ate not sd for
here, as he made the bad *talc of
trying to Jerk his reWilver on ohe
I of the city's gamest niernbers of the
folice force. Patrolman Hurley and i
Singery of the 141140 , depot beat.
For his comedy Yhe is sow waiting
for Judge Sanders to try his case
this moning.
Levan seems to be from Arkansas.
judging from the letters taken off
his person. lie came into this city
on the 8:35 o'clock passenger train
from Cairo last evening over the Il-
linois Central railroad lie had been
drinking but did not appear intoxi-
cated on the train, where he, fell off
- to sleep en route here. Reaching
the depot, Conductor Frank Cobourn
awoke him in order he could get off.
Grasping up his little telescope, Le-
vas leaped from the car onto the
platform, and commenced yelling
- and cursing like a crazy mane Of-*
Cef I I UTIC y walked up to him and
# told him he most keep quiet and
that also h.- acted like he was "bug-
house." With an oath Levan
wanted to know what the officer had
to do with it, and at the same time
threw back his coat and started after
his gun that was in the rear pocket.
The plucky officer beat him to it.
however, and grabbing Levan forced
him down on the platform and
%trenched from his hand the gun that
had been ;tartly drawn. The patrol-
man took charge of the man and
brought him down to the City Hall
in the patrol wagon. He was locked
up.
On sevching his telescope a plent-
iful supply of booze. aeveral fine
gold watches, fP0Me money and other
valuables were found. It seemed
is booze and nap in the warm
coach put him, in bad conditiod when
he got off, and he went wild sud-
denly but quickly sobered up when




EIGHTY-FIVE OF THE 120
MEMBERSHIPS ALREADY
SUBSCRIBED.
The Event Is a Certainty and This
Morning Details VVIII Probably
Be Taken Up.
'Prospects for the Chautauqua here
this summer are very etscourieging in-
&et:. and in fact it seems an assured
thing as the work of the ceimmittees
out...yesterday coutd not pro* -more
satisfactory from any standpoint, as
the business men met them with open
arms nearly all subscribed to become
msmbers and help things along to
a sisecessful terminatiiin that should
be lone.
S 'All of yesterday the committees
were out hustling hard, and at last
night's meeting with M. James A.
Shift, the Bloomington, Ill., gentle-
man reports were made,'ahowirtg that
eighty-five of the is memberships
had been procured, while prospects
for aeouring the Naito" were very
bright as many who want to join,
hands with the promoters, were not
at their places of business yesterday
when the committee called but will
do all in thcir power to make the
project ago.
The executive and spb-committees
conferred with Mr. SKaw again last
night, and the latter assured them
that everything would succeed, judg-
ing from the popularity into which
the idea had sprung, as evidenced by
the one day's work.
This morning the committees will
resume their work and hold another
"pectin with Me. Shaw at in o'clock,
by which time it is believed there
will be secured the full 120 which is
all necessary for the chautauqua to
be guaranteed, as this number guar-
antees $1,800, Jwhich it will cost to
conduct the ten days gathering. ,
A cbasitauqua i• something new
for Padticiahans, as nothing of this
character wags ever before attempted
here, but having for years seen re-
ports as to what great tuccess
capped these wssenablies at other
points the Paducahans do not doubt
but what they can accomplish the
same results-by bending their efforts.
At Otis morning's session it is
thought the date for the gathering
will be decided on, while there will
be outlined the necessary preliminary
work, such as choosing the point of





W. C. O'BRYAN SUED C. E.
WHITESIDES AND H. H.
LO'VING YESTERDAY.
Unusually Large Niunber of Suits
Plied by Parties Wanting ..
Divorces—Settlement Suit
Filed.
In the circuit Coutt yesterday W.
C.- Ot'Bryzaa filed suit against C. E.
Whitesides and H. 1-k Loving for
the balance due on a $5,231.50 note,
that has a credit of $615.75 on it.
Defendants executed this note to
plaintiff April 26th, loos, and agreed
to pay him the $1,231.50 in sixty
days.
Wife Left Him.
Joseph F. Starr yesterday filed suit
for divorce against Lizzie Mae Starr,
they haying been married in this
county during iota and lived togeth-
er until January 15th, low, when sloc
left him.
Settlement Suit.
E. 0. Thomas, administrator of
George Queen and admiuistratrix ofLAVII9 OGDEN QUALIFIED AS Jennie Payne, filed a friendly' suit
ADMINISTRATRIX TESTER... against Anthony Payne, for settle-
DAY.
Judge Lightfoot Yesterday Went to
Carbondale, Ill., to be Absent
Several Days on Business.
Lama C. Ogden has qualified be-
fore Judge Lightfoot in the county
court as administratrix of the estate
oi the late Thomas Po Ogden, who
was killed last Saturday morning
by getting caught between two cars
iii the Illinois Central railroad yards
here where he worked.
Administrator.
E. 0.- Thomas qualified as admin-
istrator of the estate oi Jennie
Payne.
Property Sold.
Property lying in inc 0',Bryan ad-
dition to the city has been sold by
W.. C. O'Bryan to Charles Rutter for
$60, and the deed lodged for record
yesterday with the county clerk.
Jack Mayer sold to Frank Levili,
for $450. property on North Eleventh
street.
L. D. Potter and Clara Aloshell
transferred to C. H. Brothers a strip
of ground so an alley could be open-
ed for the property of all three on
North Eight. between Harrison and
Clay streets. ••
In consideration of the settlement
of a suit of M. Livingston's heirs
against I. M. Derrington, the latter
deeds to the others a two th‘ird in-
terest out of forty acres included in
the too acres Livingston and Der-
rington own jointly.
Gip Husbands sold to I. M. Der-
ringoin, for $F,5oo, progerty on the
Husbands road, out beyound Me-
chanicsburg.
Qone .t barbondale. 111_,
Yesterday Judge Lightfoot went tO
CarlArldale, M., to be absent several
days on legal business.
—Spontaneous combustion ignited
a trash pile yesterday morning in the
building formerly occupied by the
mattress factory at Third' and Ohio.
It was extinguished.
—Yesterday morning a broken
axle ditched, ten coal cars at
Stephensburg, up the Louisville divi-
sion, and compelled a detour to be
made by way of Owensboro out of
Louisville, of the south bound train
due here at 3:45 a. m. yesterday, but
which wag five hours late.
e
!tient of the Queen and Payne
estate.
Bigamy Charged Here.
George W. Diggs sued his wife,
Hattie Diggs for-thvorce. They
married at Corinth, Miss., January
loth, 1891, and remained with each
other until January loth, 19o5, when
he claims she left him. He charged
her with being a confirmed drunkard,
dissolute character, and says that
after he married her he learned she
had another husband down in Mis-
sissippi, therefore she is guilty of
bigamy.
- Drink and, Cruelty.
Laura Shumate sets up the claim
that her husband has been guilty of
drunkenness, and exceeding cruel
treatment.-in her suit against him,
William M. Shumate. They married
during 'Soo, in Indiana, and she
claims he left her, January 1st. 1906.
For this she asks to be released
from him as a wife. . \.
Loathsome Disease.
Nellie Candy in her suit for di-
vorce, from C. E. Candy, elaims she
contracted a loathsome disease from
him, and that he abandoned her.
OThey married during loos, and lived
together %emit tee first of this year.
‘•
Wants Maiden Name.
Mary Nelon Denison. filed Suit for
divorce against her husband, R. T.
Denison, and asked to be restored to
WO mild& name 'of Wary Nelon.
'They married in 'Cincinnati April ra,
i898, and lived together until Sep-
tember loth, Theo She says he left
her And is now living in New York.
Ten Days Enough for Leach.
By the suit for divorce of Fannie
ilson Leach, against Arthur B.
Yó.eh, it is seen that ten ciao of
married life is enough for the latter,
as Ve To+ the plaintiff in this. litiga-
tion January 12Th. 1902, after ,living
With hqr since January and, tgoa.
8he pleas desertion as cause reor ac-
tion and asks to be given her-maiden
name of Fannie Wilson.
Additional endorsements as to the
ability of Cairo's catcher. Orvid
Wolfe, continue to pour in on MT.
McCarthy. He received another of-
fer yesterday from Indianapolis of-
feting $300 for his release. Still an-
other letter speaks in complimentary
terms of the man. No doubt Cairo
has a great find and Mr. McCarthy
will not sell at any price.
.00 SHOES
MANY PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT A GOOD SHOE CAN BE SE-
CURED FOR ga.00, AND WE KNOW ,THEY ARE, RIGHT, FOR1
OUR LINE OF SHOES AT THAT PR1tE IS VERY POPULAR.
WE HAVE ALL STYLES AND ALL LEATHERS AND EVERY
PAIR IS WARRANTED. YOU SEE WE KNOW THE SHOE
PROPOSITION FROM 'START TO FINISH, AND OUR YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE ENABLES US TO CHOOSE SHOES WHICH ARE
DEIZIENDABLE—WHICH WE CAN AFFORD TO GUARANTEE
BETTER COME IN AND LOOK AT THEM TODAY. YOUR
HEALTH DEMANDS GOOD SHOES THIS WEATHER.
•
Lendler Lydon,
30 Broadway, - - Paducah, Ky.
LOST HIS MIND
H. F. OSBORN IS BEING (VELD
AS LUNATIC AT CARNING,
ARK.
Sheriff *Liddell Says Letters Found
on Mini Indicate He Has Rela-
tives Here and at Fulton.
'Detective T. J. Moore is looking
fo rrClatives of a man named H. F.
Osborn, who has lost his mind and
ls 'fide' in jail at Corning, Ark., for.
etafe eepiug.. It is thought his moth-
is and brother-in-law resides here,
and that his brothq, and sister live
in Fulton. , •
The detective yesterday received 3
letter from Sheriff Robert Liddell, of
Corning, who said that Osborn lost
Au' mind ia that city and had to be
taken charge of for safe keeping.
The sheriff continued that letters on
his person indicated that he dement-
ed man's mother, Mrs. Hattie Os-
borne, lived in this city, as did his
brother-in-law, Mr. Osear floyyer,
while' his brother, Frank Osbor`ne,
and sister,, Bessie Osborne, lived at
Fulton, so documents discovered
would 'sisem to indicate.' The sheriff
asked theie people be looked up and
notified of the unfortunate condition
of the young man who will be turn-
ed ove rto them when they are lo-
cated.
Detective Moore does not know
the address of any' of these people
but is searching the city in order to
find them!.
—There was buried yesterday in
the 'pauper cemetery the 5-week-old
infant of Richard Burton of Soutk
Eighth near Ohio, it having died"
Wednesday night.
In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added
• fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-
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\e'AT EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICES UNTIL MARCH 24.
Our long deferred Book Sale is now on. If you miss. the good things
we are offering ,you miss the chance of a lifetime to buy desirable
to buy desirable books at coat and less.
BOOKS AT COST AND LESS.
Dainty. little Gift Bootie worth
25C, now  15c
Popular works of fiction, worth
50c, now    25c
Leather back and corners, Li-
brary Edition, worth 75c, now '5c
Padded leather edition of the
Poets, worth $1.00, now .
Gift Books in burnt leather bind-
ings, were $1.56, now 
Presidential Cook Books, sonic-
.thing fine, worth 75c, now   38c
Woman's Exchange Cook Book,
worth $1.35, now  57c
Webster's Dictionary, full sheep,
indexed, worth $300, now .. .$z.65
Webster's School Dictionary,
si000 wirds, worth $1, now 45c
Teachers' Bibles, walrus binding,
worth 81.35, now Or oo
Teachers' Bibles, self-pronounc-
ing, indexed and with all the
helps, concordance, etc., worth
2.50, new   O1-40
50C
90c
We offer the finest assortment of
Bibles and New Testaments in the
city, all at cut prices.
COPYRIGHT BOOKS.
"The Gambler," "Garden of Al-
lah," "House of Mirth," each $Tuo
"The Masquerader," "Millionaire
Baby," each 
"Little Men," "Elsie Books,"
"M"MemisrsoC Wio a Bggf s'" eacahby," "Last
Word," each 
"Sir Mortimer," "Rules ,of
Kings," each 
"St. Elmo," "Confessions of a
1Vife," each . 
"Crentleman from Indiana."  
"Prisoner of Zanda," "Rupert of
Henizeau," each 
"Geaustark," "Cattle Craney
Crow," each    45c
"The One Woman" "If I Were
King," each    45c
Prices cut on all copyright books
and hundreds of titles to select from.•
Remember, no more books at the above prices after our present













PHONOGRAPH CompoundWill bring pleasure ou your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll








a drink, but a seasonabk prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever is in
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.
50th and SI_ Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th I Jackson Ste. phone an,Clay Sts., phone 35.
New- Factorv Now Ready
DENTIST, zoo girls wanted. Clean work
Office over Globe Bank and Trost and good wages. Apply Mergen-
Co., 3o6 Broadway. thaler-Herton Basket Co.
RETAIL DEPARTM/ENT
Paducah Saddlery Company
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IF YOU ARE 
DISSATISFIED
in any particular with the class
of Job Printing you have been
getting, push the button and our
representative will appear. New
type faces and machinery in the
hands of thoroughly competent
workmen cannot fail to produce
the desired effict. Proof of all
work submitted for your ap-
proval.  . . .
KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY




Back of every Policy of I
THE MUTUAL LIFE i
of New York stands
The first American Life In- :.::.
. surance Co. The Company that ..1
HAS EARNED MORE i
for Policy-holders :t
• HAS PAID MORE I
to Policy-holders :.•
AND HOLDS MORE f
for Policy-holders :54
1 Than any other Compay in the .:
J.I.Thompsofl 
Tailor
FULL LINE OF SPRING
GOODS ON DISPLAY...
Room 111, Fraternity Bldg.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.




BE WISE AND Gr..T A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF- ._REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE. WE CARRY A















Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calandera
Framed right up to date in five min-
utes time at the Dr. Hicks' office 600 Broadway.
PADUCAH MITtIC STORE 'Phone 412 . Residence 1627 Broad-
428 Broadway. way. Phone tact , ' •
COMMITTEE WILL NOT DO
ANYTHING JUST AT PRES-
ENT. EXCEPT REST.
Shortly It Will Be Decided How
Mucch They Will Ask the
County to Donate.
I : ." •
Chairman H. C. Rhodes, of the
conguittee that has in charge the
uuesitm of locating here the fine
college to be e •towed by the Louis-
ville Methodist •••ference education-
al board, stmt.. sterday that now
the committee had gotten its bond
bills through the state legislature,
they would rest up a while before
artiviely entering i:ito the details of
"the question. they will not actively
push the project for a few weeks
yet, when they will have their meet-
ing and decide hirm much they will
aq the County of McCracken to
contribute towards putting up the
buildings.
The measures gotten through the
state legislature permit the fiscal
court to vote g150,000 bonds for a
The balance of the
ivey is to be made up by private
si.',seription, and when the buildings
are all up, they will be turned over
to the educational board of the
Louisville conference which has in
its hands the big Mrs. Susan Speed
estate that the deceased gave to the
conference for this endowment pur-
pose. The conietence sees that the






Grandstand and Stables Will be Built
and Different Events Pulled Off
This Summer.
Yesterday there was lodged with
the county clerk, the articles incorp-
orating the "Paducah Driving Club,"
which is the name of the concern
that will start the new race and driv-
ing track one mile out beyond Oak
Grove cemetery, on the Hinkleville
road.
The club capitalizes at $5.ono, the
shares of stock being divided into
shares of eft) each. The incorporat-
ors are George H. Goodman, Ben
%Needle, 11. V. Sherrill, J. Campbell
Flournoy and G. Robert' Noble.
Each of these gentlement take ten
shares of stock, while the same
amount is taken by Robert IC Phil-
lips, John W. Keller, Joseph Fried-
man. George C. Wallace and Henry
Hughes. A number of other gentle-
men sere interested in the project,
but not enumerated in the incorpor-
ating documents.
The club has bought about seven-
ty.five acres of ground, out behind
the cemetery, it being level and well
apportioned for driving and racing
events. They are nRw •arranging to
erect • the grandstand, stables and
other buildings needed to comprise
a first class and tip-to-date driving
track. The grounds are right ota
the Hinkleville road, while they will
bc reached by the street car line,
which is preparing to run its track
from the present terminus in Row-
landtown, through the woods by the
race grounds, and over into Arcadia,
where they will connect with the
tracks ending at Wallace park:
The club 'expects to have some of
the finest events at these groundi
r-here wrill-abirr be ivyn -Nom;
Show next fall. They will give rac-
ing, running, trotting and such other
race events, and also have fairs, driv-
ing matches, and I entertainments of
varied nature.
CONFER WITH PRESIDENT
Bishop Galloway and Dr. Lambuth
Discuss Conditions in China.
Washington March 15. — Bishop
Chas. B. Galloway and Missionary
Secretary Walter R. Lanibuth. of
Nashville, and Whir dignitaries of
the Sputhern Methodist church, will
see President Riolsevett tomorrow
for the purpose of discussing tile sit-
uation in China with special reference
to protection of missions in that
field. An ehgagernent was made with
the President for them by Represen-
ta‘ive John W. Gaines.
THE MULCAH Y'S RISE
HOW IT BRED GREAT DIS-
COMFORT.
In ,the days when the hiulcahys
lived in the "Patch," Mulcahy, senior,
had been the dominating force in the
household.
Mulcahy worked faithfully at the
gas house year in and year out until
he nad amassed a savings account that
represented comparative wealth. Then
fortune, in the guise of the superinten-
dent of a stone quarry, knocked at the
door of the cottage down in the
"Patch," with the announcement that
the owner of life quarry was anxious
to sell it at a moderate price.
With the advent of prosperity there
came to the Mulcahy girls the natural
desire to better their residence. They
bombarded their mother continuously,
but all she would say was, "Ye'll have
to ask himself." "Himself" announced
with a growl every time that the sub-
ject was broached to him that the old
place had been good enough for their
mother and their father and that it
wouid have to be good enough for
them.
But their constant pleadings and
complainings finally won from their
father a reluctant consent to purchase
a house more suited to their improved
fortunes. Marion, who had been Mary
Ann; Juliette, who had been Julia,
and Marguerite, who had been Maggie,
finally decided on a residence in an ex-
clusive neighborhood fronting a small
parkway. Mrs., Mulcahy packed her
few Lelongings with • sigh. The con-
trol of the house had been shifted from
Jeremiah to the three daughters- She
anticipated trouble, for their supervis-
ion au certain to be more personal
than that of her husband had been.
From morning till night it was fault-
finding in the house of Mulcahy. The
three girls were diemetented. They
would nrit even acknowledge to them-
selves that the real reams for their
discreet was the fact that the society
which they had expected to be gladly
received in, once they had left the
"Patch." had taken absolutely ao no-
tice of them. Not one of their new
neighbors had called on them. When
they sauntered forth in the afternoons,
brave in their finery, they root no one
who knew them. They were lonely,
desperately lonely. They threw all the
blame MO their lack of social success
on their poor mother. Their childish
dread of their father prevented them
from daring to correct him. Jeremiah
cordially hated the elaborately deco-
rated rooms of his new mansion.
"Maybe it's all right, Mary Ann," he
said dubiously to his wife, "but I'd
like a place where I could smoke in
peace. Mary Ann won't let me smoke
In the parlor and Julia won't let me
smoke in the library, and Maggie
won't let me smoke on the porch, and
the lady out yander"—he pointed in
the direction of the kitchen--"won't
let me set me foot in there at all."
All this did the little old woman
have to endure, until finally her health
gave way **der the strafe of tonsil-
Seell and worry and a real homesick-
ness for the place she had called home
for so long. Marlon promptly decided
that her mother needed a European
tour. She suggested It to the doctor
tentatively. The doctor was one of
the few of whom the haaghty Marion
was afraid.
"I think that your mother needs ab-
solute rest and guise" he told her.
He held an earnest conversation
with old Jeremiah with the result that
the latter announced that be would ac-
company Mrs. Mulcahy and that he
would not till one of them where they
were going. The three stormed and
railed, but their father was adamant
Not • word did they hear from them
for three "weeks. By this time they
were in a frenzy of fear lest death had
overtaken the 'wanderers. Then one
day Joliette met down tcwn old Mrs.
Daly, Who had Mlle next to them In
the "Fetich.' There was no evading
the lady. Juliette assumed her most
frigid manner, but Mrs. Daly shattered
it with her first sentence: "I thought
you acre away while yohr tether and
mother were over it the old house."
"In the sld homer' cried Juliette.
"Wear* else but In the old house"
demanded Mrs. Daly. "And It's a flnu
sight better your ms is mince she came.
I suppose you'll be 4.wor now that
you've come hoarier'
Under cover of the darkness Hot Mere Trifle.
night the three sisters went to the old "What is alimony, mamma?" asked
house that they had never expected to the little boy of his grass-widow
be forced to enter again. As Marguer-
ite opened the door, Mrs. Mulcahy 
mother. 
, my son, is the .pin money
looked up from her knitting. Jeremiah - a, womaa wits after she leaves hes
removed his pipe from between his husband,"--.-Yonliers Statesman.
teeth to bid them come in. The three
had not waited for the Invitation. They
had already begun their storm against
the citadel of such folly as they saw
before Ahern. They wept, they scolded.
they cajoled, they pleaded, they threat- Orowch—It would be it some one else
sited. But Jeremiah and Mary Ann Played IL—Cleveland Leader.
were unmoved.
"It's ours," said the old man. "and His Pride.
s proud feat that bewe'll come here whenever it pleases -Percy i of the 
us. You can stay or you can go. We wears b°y.11else gleves ""k"
are going to end our days fe, oemfoet alin "art Infants ' she hate.
proud but I don't suppose haYou have what you wait We ars is 
ea
going to take what we 4aat, for a that'" ---"balkt" 11°41t* 
change. And if you show any mind
here and sell the other house. If you'll 
..patam"Why dirill"catheywoctirettiumnoseIirese.taly?'"not to 
let us, I'll make you come back
mind your own business and leave an don af pirelpopulati on is °mewled 111111.
peang ielaime--Chicago Sun
Heroism.
"This little tale of mine," said
Woodby Biter, "is founded upon fact."
"Yes," .eplied Crtttick. "it's very
evident that you are the hero of it—
you and no other."
,."Why do you say that?"
"I observe that you have the courage
to sign your name
Press.
Locating the Strong Arm.
Patience—Is she observing?
Patrice—Oh, very; why, when she
meets a man she always does something
to find out whether he is right or left.
handed.
"What for?"
"So she'll know which side of him to
sit on."—Yonkers Statesman.
It's a Fact.
"It doesn't make any difference if a
woman is six feet high and weighs 357
pounds," said the home-grown philoso-
pher.
"Well?"
"Sooner or later some man will come
along who's willing to call her "little
girl.' "—Chicago Sun.
BEST WAY TO LOOK AT IT.
Drather Sitdown—Whit's de matter
yer patent leathers. EMI
Easy Walker—I gem de glitimt's ea.
pired.—Chicsgo Daily News.
Still Looking.
saw men excitedly searching the sky—
A more frantic concoonms I Dever had
seen.
I said to a man with &telescope: "Why
. is all this commotion, sir—what does it
mean ?"
"We're looking tor." salt he. with tremu-
lous sigh,






"What is horse sense?"
"Horse sense, my boy, is shown
when the animal turns his nose the
other way as a gasoline machine masers




Damocles saw the sword suspended by
a hair.
"1 would have given a million dollars
for that once," he observed; 'you see
my mother made me wear long curls."
Then indeed the king perceived it had
no terrors for him.—N. Y. Sun.
A Great Deficiency.
"What makes you so skeptical about
the airship?"
"Because there's nothing that cam be
devised in the way of an aerial ambu-
lance and repair wagon that is any
more reliable than the original ',hi
cle."—Washington Star.
Not Rich.
"I understand that Miss Pert told you
I was rich?"





I understand she did.'
you were mistaken; she said
more money- than brains.."—
Obliging
"How long does It take to empty this
hall?" asked the lecturer, looking about
the auditorium.
"I don't know exactlf." replied the
janitor; "but if you wish, when you be-
ein lecturing I'll time 'em."—Yontece
StAt111111111.1.
Got Back at Him,
Algernon-1 heah that you and Claw-
rence had an altahcation lawst night.
and he called youh evahything.
Percival—Yaws; but I got even with
him. deah boy. I called him nothing,
doucher know.—Chicago Daily News.
to ourselves we'll divide our time be-
tween the two pieces."
Marion, who had been Mary Ann;
Juliette, who had eeen Julia, and Mar-
guerite, who had Been Maggie, accept-
ed the decision of Jeremiah in silence.
The old man held the balance of pow-
er. They looked at their mother re-
proachfully, but she was humming
softly. They glared at their father
angrily, but he was smoking his pipe
again and reading his newspaper.—
ealcago lournal. _ _ Most_
The Difference.
Smowch—isn't that a Beethoven too
nata which that young lady is play-
ing?
Charity's Vivi Stunt
"Our society just save away 2.004
pairs of stockings."
"Ak, charity covers • multitude of
shins!"- -Chicago Sea.
A Cinoh.
"Why do you believe thMrS will bean
'exceptionally. happy marriage?"
"They are both nrphaus."—Hoestol
GREAT BIT OF LUCK. J. K. HENwDRmI.CMIC.ARatz.I. 0.. MILLER
"I was.riding up:own in a surface Hendrick, Millercar in New York one'day the other
week," said a post ollice inspector.
'when a mighty badlooking accident
occurred.
"At Forty-second street a well-
dressed, middle-aged man undertook to
swing himself, on board the open car
Ishii* it was starting, jest after stak-
ing the atop at that corner.
"He had got one foot on the running
board, when the foot that still rested
on the wet pavement slipped. He
slipped and fell forward on his hands.
His left leg shot beneath the wheels
of the moving car.
"The conductor, who/ was collecting
fares from the running:board, frantic-
ally rang the bell to stop the ear. Then
men in the car, including myself,
shouted hoarsely, and the women on
the car screamed as if bedlam hal
broken loose. One of the women sank
back in a dead taint, and che had to
he carried into a drug store after the
incident was over.
"The conductor's signal to the mo-
torman was too late. The car wasn't
brought to • stop tall there was a hor-
rible grinding, jolting, crunching
sound. The wheels had passed over
the middle aged man's left leg. It was
sickening.
"A hundred pedestrians rushed from
the crowded sidewalk to do what they
could to assist the prostrate man.
"When they got to him he was lying
downward, with his tam resting on his
hands. His hat had fallen eons dis-
tance away, and his bead looked gray
and venerable.
"But the prostrate man was laugb-
lag ju to kill?
"Ilfe`ihis absolutely shrisitiag with
merriment. He was giving vest to en-
plodistis at Dore raloymest, le pose
tivelk;dhouted and bewhidla the over-
Plus of his tremendous Mirth,
"He laughed so hal. that it seemed
as if his sides must be just aching
him.
"People away up Sixth avenue beard
his happy, boisterous ha! has! she
eanie rushing Moils to see what was
producing all of the fun.
"'The pain of having his leg cut off
has put the poor old 'gentleman oil his
head,' was the sympathetic rsaark of
a lot of us who Mood aroma watching
kiza and listening to his almost vio-
lent outbreaks et mirth. 'His &golly
has made him delirious, poor old chap'
because the universal verdict as the
middle-egad man's roars of laughter
grew even louder.
"But there was something In the
quality of his laughter that pusidel
me, for all that. It sounded to me like
mighty healthy, human, rollicking
laughter—laughter that was actually
rvoceediag from the mirthful midriff
of the run-over man. To my ears It
didn't have even a little bit of the grim-
rem' sound of the kind of laughter
that proceeds from those in • state of
delirium.
"There, there, old chap, easy now—
we'll get you out of that Ix all right
said some of the willing helPers, at
they started to am what they meld A
toward disentangling the middle-aged
man from this wheels of the car.
"'Thanks, boys,' he replied, to their
amassment, in a tone of perfect un-
derstanding. 'But, say.' he went on,
It's so blamed funny!' and he went
into another paroxysm of laughter.
"The hew' looked at one another
with mystified countenances.
"'We. that man's not hysterieat
nor esg-house, either.' said one oi
them. 'Sky, old friend,' he continued
addressing the still prostrate man
'what's all this that's so infernally
funny, hey? You might as well lei
us all in on It, hey"
"The man who was lying face down-
ward on the wet pavement, with his
leg still upder the car wheel, re
strained bis mirth with great difficulty
/01kg enough to gasp:
"'Why, clang it all, boys, can't yos
see that the leg that's been run eve*
is • woo-woo-wooden leg!' and thew
he howled joyously ones again.
"The waling helpers looked as is
they'd gone up against a sad sort or n
sell, but the prostrate man's laughtet
was perfectly infectious, and they
!ollned in ft
"Then they managed to pull him
from beneath the car, when they sae
that, sure enough, the crushed leg was
of the seasoned ash variety.
"They put the good-humored midi
dle-aged man into a cab and sent hire
along to the home address he gave. Ht
waved his hand merrily at them out es
the cab window before starting fat
"Well, boys,' be called out. 'I mayn4
have beat the devil around the Munn
this tens, but I'll be hanged it I'
haven't Mat him with it!"
"Whereupon the big bunch broke
into a spontaneous cheer for the aid
Lees gameness, and the car wept
thedd about its business.'%--Wasbine-
tea Star.
Mortality.
"You seem to have a Prettr lane
cemetery here. my TrieleL"
,"Wul, yeah."
"What causes most if the deaths. If
I may Mt?"
"Wul, liver completne, meetly."
"Yeah. A feller with a white liver
ain't noways likely to laid toes In this
gulch, strIager."—Etiea-
Preicoeious Wit.
Little Glades—Austie, dear, do all
the people was die and go to the bad
Mace camp oet'?
nant—Whe, no, child. Why do you
aat ?
Little Gladys—Well, our Sunday
school teir.h?r told us to-day that the
het; ate to tea's.—Judge.
and Marble.
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BRITISH SHELL OF 1812. 
I
, CANNON
Baltimore Man I!rings Up in Fish
Net Relic of the Rev-
olution.
An interesting relic of the war of 181/
was reeently hAuled from the depth of
Curtis blly in a fish seine by B. R. Stull,
of this city, says the Baltimore Ameri-
can. The relic la a shell which is sup-
posed to have been dropped overboard
from one of the British warships whicu
4 assailed Baltimore.
He took the shell to Fort McHenry,
where the ordnance officers pronouncod
4' it a shell of English make, and also in-
formed Mr. Stull that it was loaded. Mr.
Stull was determined to find out what
was inside, and, placing it under water,
• he carefully bored through the bell
metal cap. When the cap was removed
about a gill of black powder, which is in
• , ,tood condition, came out. There was
something else inside, so Mr. Stull con-
.
dinued to dig, and at last dislodged 176
0 g- leaden bullets, each about five-eighths
1 of an !rich in. diameter, which had been
firmly embedded in brimstone.
The shell la five and five-eighths
inches in diameter and, With Its con-
tents, weighs n %, pounds.
• It was also learned by Mr. Stall that
the wooden cap was a portion of Lite
shell, the_ method of shOOtang the Moll
being to place the cap on the shell, with
a lona legAling through the cep aad the
bell *Ifni to the interior of Os shell.
The Powder diatea tar them wee thee
either tied or wrapped aroma* the eat-
side, of the wood,a cep and thewleals
Plaid le"tlegilen. When the Wee wee
diSehaelped the powder laded thefts.,
which la tarn carried a spark to the
powdor * the shrill. no spark reach-
ing" tke brimstone calmed • gas to
form. and this expbdad the shell, the
leaden ballots causing the deetzettion.
GUILD OF "CRAPE PULLERS"
Mew Line of linsinias That Is
Worked ha Connection with
the Florist's.
"Crape pullers get a 20 per cent.
eommiesion." said the conservative
florist. "That commission comes off
the flowers, though," he ridded, sneer-
ing.
'What is a crape puller?"
"A crape puller is • man who,
watching the death notices in the
newspapers, calls on all the bereaved
families and solicits orders for flow-
ers for the funeral. We call such a
man a crape puller contemptuously.'
preending that be gets indoors by
yanking the crape which hangs from
the door NIL
-A good many florists encourage
craps pulling—in tact, live on It
Tbs. have booklets, illustrated with
Phseograshii. that toll all about the
vides, designs they make With
41140 beeklets tee crape puller can
solicit orders in an intelligible way.
"We conservatives don't encourage
crape pulling. We consider It unseem-
ly and Indecorous in the first place,
and in the second place. since the big
commission comes not out of the
pocket of the florist, but off the or-
der of the purchaser, we consider it a
little dishonest. But death is always
with us. IrlorIsts must live. The new
guild of the crape pullers grows by
hundreds weekly."
STEAM PLANT IN SOD HOUSE
Nebraska leacher Has Heating Ap-
parstue Put in Poor
Structurek
Nowadays you're likely to find a
modern heating plant ha almost any
corner of dthe ethrld, no matter how re-
mote it may be, said a representative
of a prominent heeiing appliance man-
ufactory.
Not so very long ago our company
Was asked to make an estimate for
putting in • modern steam pant in a
sod bons* on • lonesome Nebraska
ranch I sew the house, and while its
exterior was not very prewoesessing.
Its interior was most comfortably fit-
ted un and furnished. It had six
rooms. I think, all of them liberal in
size, and fitted out in a modern way.
The owner was a big cattle grower
with an abundance of money. He
merely , hadn't got arotind to building
a wood, stone or brick residence. His
sod house is located about 40 miles
from • railroad and in a lonesome
stretch of prairie.
Wonderful Improvement.
Wife (returned from,church to het
'husband. who had stayed at home)-
-Tom should have heard Dr_ Doe'a SOD.
mon thia morning, my dear. I don't
know when anything has made such
a profound impression on me I
think It will make a better woman of
me as long as I live.
Husband--uid you walk hornet
"Oh, no; I took a car, and, do you
know, Jotin, the conductor never asked
me for my fare, and so I saved s
nickel. Wasn't I lucky?"—Chicago
Journal
Parsimony ih Church.
The picture Mr. Sidney Holland
once drew of the portly and affluent
elderly gentleman, unctuously declar•
ing„ in the colic!' of the familiar
hymn, that ."were the whole realm of
nature his, It were an offering far
too small," at the same time grog-
frig in the recesses; of his trousers
for the threepenny-bit which he knows
to be there.—Vanity Fair.
Linguistic "Hellos."
The long-listance telephone system
in Berlin r.,-iches distant capitals like
Bt. Peterublii ;!,. Vienna, Paris, Rome
and Brussels. The operators are most-
ly women who are proficient In the
languages of the principal countries
of Europe. These highly trained and




SATISFACTORY RESULTS OF EX-
PERIMENTS IN FRANCE.
Damage from Storms Absolutely
• Checked in Localities Where
Firing Has Been
Done.
The cannon defense against hall
forms the subject of a report to the
state department by United States
Consul Covert at Lyon, France. The
(Hail Cannon society of Limas has
prepared a report on the use of the
cannon during the past year. The re-
port deals with the experience of. 28
cannon-firing societies, which used 462
cannon in a number of storms. It ap-
pears "that during the 15 years prior
to the use of cannon the loosen from
hail amounted to about ;3,088,000, and
that during the five years in which
cannon have been in use in the same
territory the losses were but $159,412.
rn1 2- 
r 1904 the same corn-
no loose Whatever,
s fait stamaistia entirely to use of
cannon. The writer of the report
says:
We base our confidence in the
efficacy of the firing on the fact that
the thunder and lightning milled, the
wind abate(' &ad the oleririlleadire
peered under thi Arial; *fibs n,
and a mild fell of rain and soft entre
seeeeetled. These facts are undenia-
ble."'
The report reviews the results of
the firing in 2$ storms during the
months of April, May, June. July and
September. The mutts are generally
he same—cessation of the thunder
and lightning, dleftersion of the clouds
and a slight fall of rain and snow.
Where no cannon were used the hall
fell and caused serious dagiages. "The
communes not defended by cannon
suffered enormously." In speaking of
one storm the report says:
"This storm war; literally arrested
at the east on the boundaries of tho
thing. In the northwest and a little
distance from the camnon a hurricane
swept over the country with riolence,
everywhere causing great damage."
The report contains immoral pages
on the storm of July 22, 1904, which
esused great damage in some parts of
the country not protected by the can-
non. This hurricane caused incalcu-
lable damage in 29 communes. Two
communes, Lozanne and Belmont.
were entirely desolated, "but they had
but a few cannon, one six and the
other eight They are separated by
• great distance from the country that
is provided with cannon." The mayor
St Lozanne, who is the president of
the society for defense against the
hail, wrote that his neighbors found
themselves upon the edge of the com-
munes where there was no defense
against the ball and were unable to
resist a storm of such violence. He
says: miring the first few minutes
of the storm the firing was followed
by the falling lf a few soft hailstones,
and everybody noticed, even in that
general storm, that the thunder and
lightning diminished as the firing con-
tinued. and that the diminution was
caused by the cannon." In several
places all traces of vegetation dtpan-
peered and the consternation was
great in the wine-growing communes
The mayor of Belmont reports that
the firing was powerless in his com-
mune on account of the small number
of cannon.
The report mentions reverel locali-
ties where the firing was very active,
and it says the hall was checked when
the firing commenced. In the country
knows as Arbresle there were, from
all accounts, but few cannon in use,
and the destruction from hall was
widespread andaleastrous.
In the greaBdaujolais wine dis-
trict, where the oonntry "fairly brie'
tied with cannon." the farmers say
that they found It necessary to fire
only on the boundaries of the large
vineyards, and that, as a rule, but
very little firing occurred in the cen-
ter of the field. The consul says be
has met a dozen or more large wine
growers who assert emphatically that
they have not the remotest doubt of
the efficacy of the cannon to destroy
the bail in the clouds and to turn it
into a mild rain.
"The use of cannon against the
hail," says Consul Covert, "win un-
doubtedly continue in France until
some authority appointed by the gov
ernment shall assume control of the
experiments and demonstrate its im-
potency, if such a--thing be possible.
The farmers of Arbresle, where but
few cannon were used, are preparing
to wage a more effective campaign
against the hail next year. Their
president and the other officers of their
societies are of the opinion that the
reply cause of their losses this year
was the failure to use a sufficient
number of cannon."
The 'Strain of American Life.'
April 16, 1888.—Speaking of the
"strain of American life," W. de
dared that "every man is trying to
outdo every other man—giving up
modesty, giving up honesty, giving up
generosity, to do It; creating a war,
every man against every man; the
whole wretched business falsely keyed
by money-Ideals, money-politics,
money-religions, money-men."—"With
Walt Whitman In Camden," in Cen-
tury.
Force of Habit.
According to the New York sun, a
physician started a model Insane asy-
lum with a special ward for crazy
chauffeurs and motorists.
"But I don't see any patients," said a
visitor to whom the automobile ward
was shown.
"Oh." the physician replied. "they're
ill under the cots fixing the slats."
The Question Useless.
"Begobs!" observed Cassidy, " 'tis
bine shtacks av wages that Ryan is
makin' these days."
"Phat's he doin'?" asked Corrigan.
"Shure, he's janitor av a bank by day
an' noightwatchman av a residence by
noight."
"But phin does he shlape?"
"Ain't Oi jist either sayin' thot he's
a noightwatchrsan?"—Judge.
Cupid Turns Oe Leaves.
"Let me see," en" the apple-cheek-
ed country girl ni *he entered the big
department store; "have you any sit.
close books?" .
"'Sit-close books?" echoed the clerk
In astonishment. "What In the world
are they?"
ay, 45r—family albums. You , see,
I have a gentleman caller."—Chicago
Daily News.
Decadence.
Teo years ago I was "nouveau" rice
But I managed to get in The Four"
Now Society's left me in the ditch
Because I am "newly poor."
—Town Topics.
=TOT FLIPPANT.
"I went home to see the old people
the other day and introduced myself as
them as the prodigal soa."
"So they wouldn't mistake you foe
the fatted calf"—Boston Globe.
Was Caught at It.
"You here, James!" exclaimed the
slum-worker, visiting the jail.
"Yes'm," replied the new prisoner
who was in for burglary.
"Well, well, I certainly am cur
prised."
"So was I, ma'am, or I wouldn't be
here "—Tit-Bits.
Hopeful.
"I don't suppose I'll get a chance to
make a speech for a long time," said
the new member of congress.
"Maybe it's all for the best," an-
swered his eminently practical wife
"Many • man's chances for reelection
have been improved by silence."—
Washington Star.
Deference.
"I enjoyed your piano solo very
With," said the talkative girl.
"It was not a solo," answered the
polite but sarcastic musician. 'Tow
conversation was the principal and
most charming theme. My perform





"How many feet does It take to make
.,a yard ?"
"Three, my boy."
"And yet it only take two heads to
make a barrel."—Yonkers Statesman.
Changing.
She—And what attracted you to mel
He—Your eyes.
"My eyes?"
-Yea; you have black eyes. I'm get-
ting rather tired of being engaged to
girls with blue eyes!"—Yonkers States.
man.
Everything in Stock.
Mrs. Highart (dreamily)—I wish to
select • painting for the—the north-
west corner of my parlor.
Dealer (brusquely—Yes, madam.
James! show the lady Sena's last
marine, ''The Nor'wester."—N. Y.
Weekly.
How He Cured Her.
Mr. Novoice (to Mr. Sponger)—My
wife has been obliged to give up playing
the piano.
Mr. S—Indeed! Whatever is that for?
Mr. N—Every tim8 she began to play
I insisted upon singing.—Tit-Rits.
, In Oklahoma.
MiSsionalic—My friend, do you ever
think about your future state?
Oklahoma Ike—Say, pard, don't you
read the papers? We isin't been thin
in' of anything else fer th' last few
years.—Cleveland Leader. ,
At His Word.
"Mr. Growel," began the visitor, "I
don't want to disturb you—"
"Very considerate of you to come In
here just to tell me that," said the busy
man. "I appreciate it, sir. Good-day!"
—Cassell'..
His Blessed Opinion.
"Why do so many American girls
fall in love with foreign titles"
"I guess," answered Mr. Cumrox, "It
muot be because most women have nc
sense of humor."—Washington Star.
Same Tone.
Stella--Ifow did you say "This is st
sudden?"
Bella—Just like mother (toes When
father gives her the present sae hinted
for.—N. Y. Sun.
A Winter Girl. •
George—I notice you always take
Kiss Plumpp when you go sleighing.
, Jack—She can drive --N, Y. Weekly
HELEN JASPER.
BY PRANK HITRBURT O'HARA..
Marlowe was in to-day and really
seemed quite enthused over his isew
fencing master. Marlowe thinks there
never before was such a fencer as this
new instructor, and Marlowe himself
Is no novice at the trick.
But I'll wager a penny Marlowe's new
telicew couldn't hold a candle to a cer-
tain yeung chap I happened to know
back some seven or eight years ago. ;
It was down in the tropics when I was
lathe service. I was clerk to old Henry
Jasper—Henry Chauncey Jasper—per-
haps you've heard of him. If you have.
1:10t, I may as well tell you he had some-
thing like a half million and was down
In the tropics just W please his only
daughter, Helen—and a dream she was,
too, just about twenty and not a month
more.
Old Jasper's one hobby, Nitrides Helen,
was fencing, and I can tell yoU be took
a pile of pride in his skill at the foils.
Well, one day there strolled into tho
consulate a tall, handsome fellow with
the hillStat, dreamiest brown eyes I
rrer NM on a man. His cheeks shone
rad through the olive of his eo)*plezion
Med k marked him down, right thea sad
Wile, ail a -Siert smasher, and proud of
Ike interment too.
While I was stelae. bias lip he was
&alai in !Allow, Medical Wadi:,
"May I speak with theifniekan we-
an!, Mr. Henry Chauncey Japer, I be-
Saver •
I ledilleiken•Jiiilaer. Later I learned
that 'wad 1111111e with a letter of In-
trt)ibilabili*** the nephew of an se-
allfillidineehillilornetime friend of the
otitisal. I Wasn't much surprised when
Jasper told me the fellow was a Marro-,
Dean prince, Henri Delavour by name.
.As time went along Prince Henri came
oftener and oftener to the consulate,
and mostly spent his time with Helen/
If he were a heart smasher', as I had In-,
honed, you couldn't have told it from
Helen's attitude (I confess I watched the
case with interest), although her feel-
ings might have been anything from ree
pressed contempt to deep love.
The father allthis time was .becoming
something of an admirer of the prince.
One day the prince came into the con-
sul's rooms looking pretty much "down
In the face." The expression in his eyes
couldn't help but make one feel sorry
for him. What seemed mighty strange
was that he carried a sword in his hand.
He went to Jasper. speaking quickly and
to the point. •
"Mr. Jasper," he said, "I have come
to you upon rather an embarrassing er-
rand. I gambled a bit heavily last night,
and the consequence is I haven't enough
money to take me home. To tell the
truth. Mr. Jasper, I have no monefat
all left I can cable, of course, but I
don't want to, sir. I have remaised
here longer than I should .. . and ..."
Here the prince paused.
"Well, sir, tn come directly to the
point—can you lend me enough? I'll
return it as soon as I reach home. You
know my uncle well enough to believe
me, and this sword is sufficient security,
I guess, for these jewels in the hilt are
`north a fortune, they say."
Henri lay the sword upon the desk be-
fore them and waited for the consul to
speak. IT old Jasper was pleased with
the fellow's frankness he was enraptured
with the sword. Probably this led him
to make the offer he did.
"The sword is an excellent one—a
marvel!" he exclaimed. "I'll tell you
what I'll do—of course you fence.
prince?"
Henri nodded. smiling.
"Well, sir, suppose we fence to decide
the question. If you can beat me at
fencing, prince, you shall have anything
you ask. If not, then you forfeit 'the
sword. In either caw, though, let me
assure you theft I'll advance the loan,
and gladly. Is it ago?"
Still smiling the prince again nodded.
Jasper took down his sword and the
two removed their coats and collars and
rolled up their sleeves.
For a long time they theust and par-
ried, neither gidning an advantage
Jasper must have seen that he had met
his match and the prince surely must
have realized that a victory over his an-
tagonist might be gained only by the
most subtle trickery.
And that, indeed, was what won the
day. It was a trick learned in Italy
that enabled Henri to snap the consul's
blade, and then he stood, his point just
touching the breast of his laughing
victim.
"What a swordsman!" gasped Jasper,
shaking Henri's hand. "And now, your
price, prince?"
"MY prim." -11111-'afe- priiace, ?ere
slowly, "Is the hand of your fair-daugh-
ter."
Old Jasper started In amazement
Then he laughed outright, his admire;
tion for the prince's cleverness over
I . g all else..
"• ,e's yours," he cried, again, taking
the young man's heed. "Yours,
prince!"
But Helen Jasper never became Frit)
rem T)elavour. For the clever European
heart masher had forgotten that per
baps the lady herself might have a voice
in the question.
She who might have been the prin
rose is just now remonstrating against
my absorption in this "letter," forsucb
she believes it to be—while little Henri
is claiming attention by very vocIfercea,
means.—Cleveland Leader.
Dangerouts Ground.
Daughter—We have been to see the
great nave in the new cathedral.
Mamma — Hush! 'Don't mention
names, my dear; I know the man tc
whom you refer.—Town Topics.
Quite • Difference.
"I love my love in the morning,"
sang the young man, ardently.
"Huh!" exclaimed her younger bro-
ther. "you hain't never seen her in thr
morning yet. '—Puck.
Easy Way to Make Money.
Wife—I have ' made ;50 this after-
noon.
Husband—Phew!
"You paid only $100 for that old
piano, didn't you?"
"Yes."
"Well, I have sold it for $150."
"Gracious me! What are you going
to do with the money?"
"There isn't any money."
"Eh?"
"I sold it to a dealer. He gives me
a new piano for $200 and allows me
$150 for the old one. If you'd stay
at home and let me g3 to your office
and attend to your beiciness you'd
soon be rich. Just thir.1:: Fifty dol
tars a day is something over $15,000
I year.'—Stray Stories.
WANTED TO KNOW.
Sh•--1 don't understand this wireless
telegtaphy.
He—It Is very easy. They just send
messages through the air, instead of over
the wires.
She—I know; but how do they attach
the air to the poles 7—Chicago Journal.
Unconrerned.
Said the pheasant to 'h• rabbits,
"I'm 'trimmed at your bad habits.
Don't you know it's very rude to sit and
stare?"
And the look the haughty pheasant
Turned on them was far from pleasant.
But neither of the rabbits turned a bare.
Home Thrust.
Knicker—Why does a novelist al-
ways dress his heroine in "some cling-
ing white stuff?"
Mrs. Knicker—Because a man ex-
pects a woman to stick to one dress
forever— Why, yea, Henry, I could get
a new one for $60.—N. Y. Sun.
Slightly Confused.
"Poverty," said the cynical philoso-
pher, "is no disgrace. On the contrary,
it may be an honor."
"Yes," answered, Mr. Dustin Stan: "1
feel that way about it But my tastes
are so expensive I can't afford to be
poor."—Washington Star.
Wanted Only Her Own.
Mrs. De Fabhion—at a children's par-
ty—Marie!
Nurse Girl—Yea, ma'am.
Mrs. De Fashion—It's time for us to
E0 home. Which of these children is
mine?—N. Y. Weekly.
Proof Positive.
The Male Idiot—But how can I be
sure that you love me?
The Female Ditto—Remember that
I have bed many chances to marry
handsome lmen, clever men and inter-
esting meu—and yet I accepted you!—
Cleveland Leader.
Misunderstood.
-Do you ever rear! a paper at your
club?" asks the visitor.
"No. Every time I go to the reading
room I find that the papers have been
grabbed by the usual bunch of habitues
who .it around that room all the
Lime."—Judge.
A Busy Wife.
Bacon-10 wife is very erratic. One
day she is bursting into tears and the
next day she Is bursting into laugh-
ter.
Egbert—She really must be kept
pretty busy bursting.i&Yonkers States-
, .man.
The Post-Card Fiend,
"I fear she won't enjoy herself in
Iloaveri "
"Why not?"
"I don't believe you can mend
uvenlr postal cards from thare,,!—
Pittsburg Post.
Its Peculiarity.
"How aid you ever come into posses-
sion of such a cheap-looking umbrella
as that?"
"Why, I got this umbrella in every pe-
culiar way—I bought It."—Judge.
Losing Strength.
"An' how's yer wife, Pat?"
"Sure, she do be alrful sick."
Is ut dangerous she is?"
"No, she's too weak t' be dangerous
anny more!"—Cleveland Leader.
Never Too Old.
"Man never grows too old to learn,"
remarked the man who comments on
things.
"Nor to unlearn," replied Senator
Badger.—Milwaukee Sentinel.
Fatal Term,
Grayee—What broke up your' anti-
corset meeting?
Glackys—Oh, some fool woman slue
'rested that we prevent a straight fremt
to the enemy.—Chicago Sun.
An Example.
Johnny —What is the rule of three,
pa? •







Illinois Nardi 11, 11,
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and “perates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, Bul-
let-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Louis, Cincimiati and Louisville
road for reaching the Winter Tour
ist resoi-ts of the South, ;ncluding
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
111111111111011111/111111111111F 'nzrownjr„-,1
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orleans Feb
27, 'o6. Gulfport is a Ilexican gulf
coast resort having the new, fine
"Great Soufhern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship sailifigs from New
Orleans for Mexico, Central Amert-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send or call for descriptive matter
in regard to the above.
Havana Via New Orleans.
Havana, Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through serviec
to New Orleans and the new oceaa
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
S. S. Prince Arthur
leaving New Orleans every Wednes-
day at 4:oo p. mu. and arriving at
Navas* at sunrise Friday morning..
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without. change
Chicago to Hot Springs, with con-
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
and Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Cat Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans The best








Queen & Crescent Route
.11Magaaaa....
"Florida Limited"—Leaving Louis-
ville at 8 a. m. daily connects at
Danville, Ky., with solid train of
Pullman sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonvillt at 8:50 a.
m. and St. Augustine to a. m. next
day, without change. Dining car
serves all meals en route.
"Florida Special"—Leaving Louis-
ville 7:45 p. m., carries observation
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:5o p.
m. and St. Augustine at to p. m.
next day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, obscr.,ation car, etc.
Dining car serves all meals en route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pull-
man sleeper leave, Louisville at 7:43
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 a. m. with through sleeper
toJac nksaviJa so ville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia vannah, arriving ii
Jacksonville at a. mu./
7 Winter Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May vet, a
maw orAp sale at low rates.
Variable Tours 
•
Going via Asheville and "Land ofi
the Sky; and "Sapphire Country"
and returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky," "Win-
ter Homes," rather handsomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
addres any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.,




The Courier-Journal to Take Nine-
teen Young Women Abroad M
Its Quests.
The Courier-Journal Is conducting
a popularity contest that eclipses any-
thing of the kind ever pronroted in
this section. , Briefly, the Courier-
journal proposes to take on a seven
weeks' tour abroad ninet• en young
women from Kentucky and Southern
Indiana, all expen:cs paid, from the
day the party leaves Louisville, July,
12, until it returns to "The Old Ken-
tucky Home," August 29. To give
all a chance the Courier-Journal has
divided Louisville and Kentucky and
Southern Indiana into eighteen dis-
tricts, and the most popular youag
woman from each district is to be the
one to make the lour. The nine-
teenth vnf.”^ 11..rny'fit k to be Selected
in anotlic-r way. Readers of the
Courier-Journal are to select thv
guests rW the paper, by ballot. It is
estimated that the trip alone will
cost the Courier-Journal abr 'It $a,-
ono to say nothing of incielental and
other nee:ors:ay expnees. Thete may
be n young-aro:ran from this section
who is a cattd:date for this tour.
Write the Courier-Journal, I onisviFle,
Ky., f ' it list of candidates and full
















—No Lenten sessiess........mnse. held
last evening, nor will they ..bç. this
ceening, at ,Gracg
—The First -.4.4414•34.4cjiurah Lattice:
Mite society meets at 3 o'clock this
aftemOott wits W• Coving-tow 717. f,efferappe..jtrtcs.,;....
• ---Grocel J. Q. çoho was
struck at .4al Tt we by a
trai and bl* wed,. died and the.
b • ihg'Test x▪ taken to Ten-
itesie.. for 'buriiit'
—Mary- ThatiqphAte, 29,month-old
girl of Mit'. Jr,‘B.Wakery, died at
1927 Guthrie avenue yesterday morn-
ing at i o'efotit, tiaffltris morning at
9 o'clockietti4 ftinetat gervices will be
conducted.at the home by Rev. E. H.
Cnieniq'h etinho Sebud . Baptist
c.hurch 11 cement 'follows at Mt.
Kenton. ,• I
—Mrs. Joseph , Warnecke, of
Eighth and Harris streets( ie suffer-
ing fro*i'l MIRO' Sektifi nher face.
Yesterday she was . bending over a
kettle in the- kitchen and on Ufting
the lid there 'new into her face scald-
ing steam that paitsf011y burnrd'her.
Dr. W. C. Fabanks dressed her in-
*Y.
At:
• d Odd Ram. tdie Sr Insti-
tuted Next Month Here.
Reso/ution.
Whereas it has seemed best v.-ith
/the all wise providence tb remove
from. OW midst our Sister Mrs. E.
F. 13Yrig, our co-laborer in the mas-
ters vineyard; One who was always in-
tarestsd jp. ever f spirted work pertain-
:-.1g to her church, one on whom we
could als depend for prayers and
sound 
 
judgment. Therefore, be it re-
-solved that we as membeu of the
Missionary society of Firs/ baptist
church of Paducah, 'Ky.. extend to
her family our heart felt sympathy in
their sad bereavement fo'r we feel
that they have lost a kind indulgent
and affectionate-mother but we pray
that God in hia -infinite mercy will be
a mother to them in every time of
...rouble, and be it further resolved
that a chty. be sent to each member
of the family.




Mr. 'furrier iAndertion, ..who has
c arse of organizing the lien .0dd
ows lodge::ftir the' Mtchrn*sburg
and Jersey section of the city. yes-terday announced that the new sob-ordinatin.igob!, wotdd be institute4.alit:put ttiP Wst Tuesday oft next
month at ‘illeh tIthe'tlif lodge startsoff with ..a.j membership of aboutthirty. 'Pri4baihilitics are the lodgewill hold its inetathaS over Broad-foot's grocery at Third and Eliza-beth strt.et,:whers Jersey camp of the
Woodmen of %hie World now meets.
This .new Odd Fellows lodge is
gotten •tip for convenience of the
many. members itasiding in that sec-
tion. and who now have to come all
stile way down into the city when they
want to attend lodge meeting, as all
the. atatheniants-ad--this-order -a't held
• in the Fraternity building on-Broad-
way between Fifth and Sixth streets.







Tor Par.tipiars ask or
write
R. W. WALKER & CO.,..„ , INCORPORATED. „
Urggists, Fifth and Pliway.
Both Phones 57$. -
DR. C. E. WHITESIDES PREPAR-
ING TO LEAVE FOR CIN-
• CINNATI.
One of the City's Best Known Men
Who Car:ies Well Wishes of
All in His New Field.
With deep regret will everybody
learn that Dr. C. E. Whitesides, the
dentist, and i.is, wife, are preparing
to move to al.other city to take up
their residence; but it, is a matter
of satisfaction to learn that just
nhenever the 'icalth of Mrs. White-
sides will p-...nit they will return
here again i . .nake their abode.
They will 0.-.. ....ay sonAtime next
mouth.
Nearly ever since locating here
eleven years ago the. health of the
doctor's wife has been so bad that
most of her time has had to be-spent
sway at health resorts and. other..
places. taking treatment. While away
she always beComeS improved but on
returnring it seems the climate again
breaks her down, until now they
have decided to move.
The doctor has disposed of his
dental business, at Second and
Lroadway, to Dr. Mac Hill, While he
le.s sub-leased his home on North
Sixth, near Jefferson street, to MT.
* Alike Griffin, the tobacconist, who
will move in just whenever Dr.
!Whitesides and wife leave. From,
.here Dr. Whitesides aud wife go to
jCincinnati. here the former will as-
sociate himself with his cousin, Dr.
Cook, the leading: dentist of the
United States, who conducts 'dental
!Priors in aboo.t 'six of the large
cities surouoding „gineinnati, in
Ohio. Indiana and \Kentucky. At
which place the climate seems to,
benefit Mrs. Whitesides they will lo-
cate and Dr. Whitesides take charge
of Ille office orated there by the
Cin7fimati firm. Then whenever it
seems the health ..ai--tise wife has
been pernianetly restotedi:/they will
'acme back to this city which has84 very warm place in 'their hearts, and
which eagerly - awaits their return
with open arms as no more promin-
ent or popular couple ever came here
to Live.
The doctor is • one! 61 the most
thorough and progreadve dentists to
be found anywheretaind'Foriftolled a
handsome patronalte While here. He
is also an unusually prominent secret.
order man, and before depatting will
reign the presidency of the .nearer's
lodge, his place on the finance Com-
mittee of the Eagles, his places he
retains will be the neusteeship of 'the
Elks, and a member of the Elks'
Building company, as he hopes to be
back within the next year or two.
He is one of the leading lights•in
the project to builsrthe interurban
from here to Cair6.1;4#4iill promote
and 6nance the line out of his new
location: where he„,goes vrith‘the best
w•shes of the entire community forboth himself and charming wife.
CARNIVAL MAN




His Advance Man Will Come In
About Three Weeks tit Assist
the Paducahand
Yesterday Bert.Ifisas. of the Cos-
mopolitan CarnlVtl company, was
her from Memphis, Tenn., conferring
with the promoters of the Paducah
Carnival Association ,whicE will give
its spring festival the week com-
mencing April 30th and closing May
St.h. and  Ithe___attzantiose-- 4ar-- •
will be supplied •by the company of
Mr. Haas.
The representative came up from
Mlepiphis at t:45._ o'clock yesterday
morning, and went back last night at
6:to o'clock. He talked bver things
in general with the Paducahans and
announced one ol his company's ad-
vance men would arrive here in about
three weeks to assist the Paducahans
preparing for the entertainment that
is only six weeks off.
Thin year the spring cornival is
given a little ahead, of the usual date,
as generally festival comes off dur-
ing the middle of latter part of May.
This week The Cosmopolitan peo-
ple are at Jncicson, Miss., while next
week they show at Greenscille,,diss.
The company then lays in Green-
vine for three weeks to overhaul
their paraphernalia and outfit, before
resuming their coming summer's sea-
sot .
-Ni. I. 'S. Richardson will .prob-
ably tomorrow or Sunday be sent to
his home in Sturgis, from whence he
came two weeks ago to enter the
railroad hospital fot: treatment, some-
GlIC having accidentally shot him in




That the New Jerusalem is a real
material city, and that astronomers
may soon discover the center of the
universe, which is the city of God, is
the conviction of Rev. William Co-
burn of New York, expressed in a
sermon ht the -First -Baptist cirurch
here. Rev. Coburn has been conduct-
ing a series of revivals here, and
when he delivered his remarkable
sermon on the New Jerusalem and
after life of the church, which has
a seating capacity of z,o0o persons,
would not accommodate the audi-
ence.
Taking for his text Heb. xi., 16t:
"Wherefore God is not ashamed to
be called their Goch, for He hath pre-
pared for them a city," he said in
part: "It is impossible to conceive
the spirit taking up the various rela-
tions of lilt in the world without a
body and a sphere of activity for that
body. Logic that require a body
and a world, here demands a body
and a world. beytind the grave.
"It was a supreme pannent in' the
history of the race when Galileo
placed his eye to the telescope with
its -newly discovered powers. Up to
that time the life, of man had been
earth centered—the sun, the moon
and the stars all revolved around him
on earth. Galileo found that instead
of our earth being the center of the.
solar, unmeasured universe it was one
of the smallest bodies of the selar
system, and that it, together -with
others much lances, revolved arorni
the sun, which, with other systems
like our own, was revolving areinril
Snother and a target and more cen-
tral sun.
-This leads to the sublime qu'es-'
tion which was represented at a
meeting of noted astrortippers; 'What
is, the (cleat center 41C.Inr An im-
pressive hush fell upon the assembly
of famous men. It was replied to
in this language by a man who stands
at the very head of astronomical
thought and discovery:
" 'I know, not what others may
think, but it SeenTS. to nit it must be
the' throne of God.'
"If you tell me. then, where this
great sun is, about which all sun and
stars and worlds revolve I will tell
you where God's city is, for the
throne is in the midst of the city
"The hour is at band when wren-
nosy will be able to locate out in the
brilliant constellations yonder the
very spot, the center of the univertle
of God. There are those who are
studying to that end right now, pod
feel the wondrous enthusiasm which
springs from the thought that they
are approaching nearer and . nearet
the hour and the place.,"--.-Macos
W.) tor. Chicago AcOrd-lieraji
td
Charges 6Husbands
'Hamilton, 0., March t5.—Mrs. Ida
Knapp Spivey, a& who failed to ap-
pear in Squire Hughes' court to.
answer a charge, of bigamy, hat;kix
husbands, according to Edward
Bacon, of Darrtown, brother-in-law
of the Spivey brothers. to whom she
was Married.
Bacon says she was never divorced
and all her husbands are living. The
following marriages am charged to
her. At 18 she was rrnerried to El-
mer Little, coal miner, who lived 1
.miles. north, of 'Milwaukee, Wis. Six
month's later she married Arthur
Sherman, shoe shiner, Milwaukee.
When zt she wedded James Spear, at
'Big Four brakeman, at Indinapolis.
One year later she left Indianapo-
lis with Jack MicGibben, cabman,
and married him in Youngatown, 0.
She returned to Hamilton in 5901
and married George Spivey, widower.,
WhenJudge Spivey returned front'
the regular army she eloped with
him to Danville, III., and married him
Oct. 19, 1903.'
She often boasted of her marriages
it is said. After her release on bond
she made all preparations to leave
Sanieday, and made gond-her-escape:
Bacon was awarded the custody of
her child at the instance of the Hu-
hiane Society, and began an investi-
gation, which, he says, disclosed six
husbands. Bacon was given the child




The Stages.Cairo-  29.8 0.7
Chattanooga ..'.  5.7 . o.6
Cincinnati ..... ...  184 1.3
Evansville—mi ising'
Elcrente—missing.
Johnsonville .... ....8.7 0.7 rise
Louisville . 7  3 ... stand
Alit. Carmel  9.5 ... fall
Pittsburg 42 ... stand
Davis Island Dam . .6.3 ixa riseSt. Louis ... ...... , 16.9 114 falt
Mt. Vernon ...., ...15.0 ... /fallPaducah 20.2 0.3 fall
Nell, the widely known mantle
goat mascot of the steamer Bald
Eagle, died.
The towboat Jim Duffy went to
t: c Tennessee river yesterday . aftera tow of ties.
1
 The steamer Shiloh ,yesterdaytin ke p crosshead at Johnsonville.Thor., and was forced to go to tfic
bank at Danville, Tenn., for repairs
The Buttorff gets to Nashville to-
night and lays there until tomorrow
afternoon before her return tha ily.to come back here .Vain nex in
day. ,
The Jobe S. Hopkins got away lot
Evansville yesterday and comes back
again Saturday. e .
The steamer Kentucky cunt out,itA
the Tennessee river early this moll
ing and lays mini five o'clock tom
row before skipping' away on her pt%
turn tries.
The Dick Fowler ges out for Cairo
this morning at eight o'clock and re-
turns •tonight.
The Peters Let left Cincinnati yes-
terday and should get hem Sunday
en route down for Memphisi '11.
The City of Savannah !antes St,
Lenin this afternoon for the Ten-
nessee river and should reach here
Sunday morning early on her way up.
The &OWL-, yesterday passed up






Lawyer W. V. Eaton was in May-
la:d yesterday on business.
Mr. Louis Lew has returned from
a mosithts absence in the east.
Lawyer Charles C. Grassham has
returned from Bowling Green.
Captain S. W. Denny. the tic num
of Evansville, arrived here yesterday.
lion Bud Reeves, of Wickliffe,
Ky., is in the eity on legal business.
Mrs. C. H. Cbarnblin has returned
trom a two weeks' visit to Moberly.
Mo.
Colonel Victot/Van de Male left
nesterday for Marion, Ill., to return
Saturday.
Mrs. Smith James and family yes-
terday arrived here from Marion,
Ky., to reside.
Editor James Lemon, of the May-.
field•illeasenger, was here ye:aerday
on busess7
Captain James /Coact., wife and
&righter have returned from Wash-
ington, D. e
Mrs. E. C. Clary, of Los Angeles,
Ca/., is visiting Pied father, Contrac-
tor Geo. Augustus.
Mns. • Mollie Fuller. of Hopkins-
yule is v'sitisg Mrs. T.. K. Bridges,of Foantcin avenue.
Hon, Mike Oliver, the lawyer,
went to Nashielle and Gallatin,
Tenn., this earning.
Mr. Joe Williams has gone tb St.
Louis to locate. • He is the ian`".eif
Capt. Mike Williams, of the rgarineways. I
Dr. W. R. Farnaworth, of Creel
Springs, III., yesterday returned home
after a brief visit to Dr. C. 'E.
.Whitesides.
Mr. Robert Sevier and wire, ofiJackson, Tenn. are visiting the forin-
t r's sister, Mrs. Finis E. Lack, df
West Monroe.
Mr. Frank Schmidt, traveling aud-
itor for the Henderson brewtry com-
pany, arrived here yesterday for a
several days' stay.
Mr. R. E. Ashbrok leaves w
after next for Nevada, to take a
cf.arte of the Bullfrog Gold mining
company's interests.
Mr. H. McCourt, .surrintendent
of the 1. C. southern lines', passed
'through-born yddiiiute
ninth from Nashville, Tenn.
Mrs. Dr. C. E. Whitesides yester-
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPH ONT tit8
SATURDAY NIGHT MARCH 17
"She's the tensation of the stage today." "You will make a fuel"
over this girl." "Original and unique." So different from
— all others. "Must be seen to be appreciated."
va Tanguay
IN THE UP-TO-DATE MUSICAL TRAVESTY.
THE SAIV180.,cal,
By Harry B. Smith and Gustave Kerker, author and corn-
- poser of "The Bell of New York."
THE ONE BIG HIT OF THIS MASON.
\ Artistically and financially. If you miss it you'll be sorry.
Mamaspement of Jos. M. Giites.
'/VRICES-45c, 35c, sac, sac, 111.00 and Silo.
Seats on sale Thursday at 9 a. in.
WANTS
R, SALE—A good grocery
Is- Located in a good part of
the city. iteason for selling, change
of business.






WANTEll--At once, good cook
Good borne and wages to right per-
son. done but good cook need ap-
ply. 822 South Anuth street
WAIF/ID—TO buy for casks a
four or ilve room house. Address P.
0. box 5,3B, - giving location and
price.
FOR SALE—One large Oak book
case—a VVIldnut book cames—eheap.
Finitenoy & Reed, Columbia build-
WANTED:--Gentleman or lady
with good •reference to travel for
firm of goactasoo.00 capital. Salary
St,o72.00 per year and expenses:
advanced. Address, with stamp, J. A.
Alexandes Padiscah, Ky.
WANED—For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of al and 35; citizens of the
United States, of good character and
tearperate habits, who can speak, reed
and write English. For information
apply to Recreiting offices,. New
Richmond House. Paducah. 1C.I•
FOR SALE—Some high class
combination, mares and geldinill,
young spirited and gentle. Ladies
riding amd driving horses. Alto some
high class saddle ponies, perfectly
safe for childretil... These horses will
be here a leye gays as we expect to
ship them' sourfi soon if you want a
nice horse cheap, call and sea, them.
W. W. ARAtSTRONG.
Both 'phones, New 100. Old, law.tc..,=•..!.-_.  .
terday from Mt. Carmel, Ill., where
he went an stirred the meeting of
a. mEdical ..tocia , and delivered an
adil;ess on the use of "Somnolorml
iu, deastistry.
Ccmgressrnan 011ie James pester)
day at noon' left f Washington,
and before departing( id the tobac-
co tax amendment ' I- gp through
ti, senate, but they fear the tobacco
trust algal get it digron-holed.
Me. Jesse Beuson,..,the blacksmith,
.a.lis., yesterday called to. Memphis,
e by a telegram annoffncing
tt his father, Blacksmith James
Behbkin, was dangerously ill of
paralysis that attacked' him eightnionths ago. N
"
noll Wm. Wilford Rogers
are the p rents of a nevr boy baby
born yesterday morning
OLIVER, OLIVER &
day morning returned from spe •
ing the winter at Mineral Springs.
Texas. Her health was greatly
benefitted by the stay.
Dr. Sydney Smith returned yes-
tI.A7 '
CES: Benton. Ky., rear '' batkb
I
Marshall County; Paducah, KY.'
Room 114 Fraternity Building




110IDLY MONT, NAM 19
Richest CUM RPselegneet o. Illa-
terinhm.
CHAS. MARES, General Manager.
America's Peemier Player Playwright,
Richard Carle
Presents himself in his latest Farci-
cal Ora. tsturaph.
'& Mayor of Tokio
Supported by • Superb Company of90 Players, Including
THE DASHING PEANUT SAL-
- LET.
THE DAINTY GEISHA GIRLS,
and the famous
BLUE RIBBON BiLAUTY CHOR*2̀
U.
Three carloads of Gorgeous Smolt?
Electrical and Camturne Novelties.
A Scintillating Aladdin-like Achieve-
ment of
LIFE COLOR IIIRUTT, WIRTH.
Prices: Entire Orchestrafloor $1.60; Balcony, 50,75 and $1.00; Gallery,25 and
Seats On sale, Saturday, so a. M.
••••  ▪ 1L—de
••••
It pays  to bp the best
watch you can afford..
Anyorie can al-
lord a good watch
at the prices we
sell our gpods. We
have no watches
at any price that
we can'tgnarantee
to keep good time...,' "Let us show you
J. L.  F F
Jeweler, 327 Broadway
RAD[WATER Co  Lump '13c Bushel.Nuts. 12c BushelPROMPT DELIVERY. Both Telephones25.4.-_,.
Foot of
onto
Street. est Kentucky Coal Com
S
i•
